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Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers Australia 1 (PwC) at the
request of the City of Port Phillip (CoPP) in our capacity as advisors in accordance
with the Terms of Reference and the Terms and Conditions contained in our
Engagement Document dated 24 July 2017 between the CoPP and PwC.
This report is not intended to be utilised or relied upon by any persons other than
CoPP, nor to be used for any Purpose other than that articulated in the Terms of
reference. Accordingly PwC accepts no responsibility in any way whatsoever for the
use of this report by any other persons or for any other purpose.
The information, statements, statistics and commentary (together the Information)
contained in this report have been prepared by PwC from publicly available material
and from information provided by the C0PP and the Victorian Department of
Environment, Water, Land and Planning (DELWP). PwC may in our absolute
discretion, but without being under any obligation to do so, update, amend or
supplement this document. In particular the Report has not been updated for the
matters detailed in Section 6.2.
PwC has based this report on information received or obtained, on the basis that
such information is accurate and, where it is represented by the client and other
stakeholders as such, complete at the time of receipt. The Information contained in
this report has not been subject to an Audit. The Information must not be copied,
reproduced, distributed, or used, in whole or in part, for any purpose other than
detailed in our Engagement Document without the written permission by PwC or the
CoPP.

1 Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation
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Executive summary
Purpose
The City of Port Phillip (CoPP) has engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers Australia (PwC) to assess population
and employment projections for each of the public transport delivery scenarios within the Fishermans
Bend Urban Renewal Area (FBURA).
Specifically, the engagement needs to consider the impact of timing of transport delivery, transport mode
delivered and location of mode on the scale and mix of development in the FBURA at 2051, and in
particular in the precincts that are governed within the Local Government Area (LGA) of the CoPP. The
impacts have been considered in the context of the ability to achieve the Fishermans Bend Vision (2016)
(the Vision), which defines the shared goal for the FBURA and its five distinct precincts at 2051.

Options assessed
Three scenarios have been assessed for the project that vary in terms of transport mode, stop locations,
route alignment and delivery staging, one of which has been defined as the Base Case for the purpose of the
assessment. These scenarios are summarised in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Public transport delivery scenarios
Scenario

Transport mode and stop locations

PwC timing
applied to
analysis

Northern Corridor tram through Lorimer &
Employment Precinct

2022

Southern Corridor tram through Sandridge Precinct

2028

Southern Corridor tram through Wirraway Precinct

2032

Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via Sandridge and
Employment Precinct

2047

Entire tram network as described in Scenario 1

2022

Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via Sandridge and
Employment Precinct

2047

Entire tram network as described in Scenario 1

2022

Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via Sandridge and
Wirraway

2047

1 – Likely base case

2 –Early delivery of tram

3 – Early delivery of
tram with alternative
train route

Source: City of Port Phillip (2017), PwC
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Investigation area and context
The total dimensions of the FBURA Investigation Area are approximately 4.7km by 1.6km. The proposed
train station location options include Wirraway, Sandridge and the Fishermans Bend Employment Precinct
(the Employment Precinct), and the proposed tram alignments are anticipated to have stops located at
intervals of approximately 400 metres. As a result, the entire FBURA would be accessible to some form of
public transport at 2051.
Figure 1 shows the options considered for the train station locations and tram routes.
Figure 1: Fishermans Bend investigation areas with proposed tram and train options, by
precinct

Source: PwC internally generated map based on DELWP data (October 2017)

At over 480 hectares, the FBURA is one of Australia’s largest urban renewal projects and the largest in
Victoria, and is expected to accommodate approximately 80,000 new residents and provide 80,000 jobs
across the area in the medium to long term future, as defined by the Fishermans Bend Vision and
Framework. The area currently supports 24,900 jobs, of which 12,500 are within the Employment Precinct,
and 400 residents primarily within Montague. The Framework describes a transformation of the currently
industrial precinct into a family-friendly and high-density mixed use precinct, with five distinct
neighbourhoods, including one specific Employment Precinct. This Vision also puts forward an aspiration
for sustainable transport where 80 per cent of all trips are by public transport, walking or bicycle.
The analysis prepared by PwC has considered the impact that the various transport options described in
Table 1 would have on the development outcomes at 2051. In doing this we have considered the broader
development of Inner Melbourne both historically and planned, as well as comparing our analysis to
market led renewal areas such as Forrest Hill (South Yarra), Collingwood and East Brunswick and renewal
areas that were catalysed initially by government intervention, such as Southbank and Docklands.

Scope and limitations
The report’s scope is limited to an analysis of population, dwelling and employment outcomes across five
precincts in the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area under different public transport delivery scenarios.
PwC was not required to develop a base case. The City of Port Phillip has provided population, dwelling and
employment data generated by the DELWP. The proposed public transport alignments have been
developed by the FBURA Taskforce.
PwC has not been asked to model or validate the projections for the FBURA at 2051 provided by the City of
Port Phillip. PwC has not been asked to consider other interventions or infrastructure that may influence
the timing, scale and type of population, employment and dwelling outcomes. PwC has observed the
development of areas such as Docklands, Southbank and other brownfield urban renewal areas to crossreference the reasonableness of the population and employment targets for the FBURA at 2051.
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Methodology
PwC has undertaken three streams of analysis that together provide an integrated view of the impacts of
the three different public transport scenarios on the renewal of the FBURA.
The analysis is composed of the following three streams:
 Quantitative analysis
To determine the demand for and scale of development we have applied and compared data sets to
model year-by-year population and employment growth and figures at 2051. This has been combined
with assumptions around the amount of Gross Floor Area (GFA) required to accommodate the
population and employment, to deliver outputs of total GFA at 2051. Car parking is included in the GFA
projections.
Outputs of this analysis include modelling projected population, dwelling and employment, GFA
requirements based on these projections and potential public transport trip demand outcomes at 2041
and 2051 and the ability of tram/train infrastructure to meet the stated sustainable transport targets at
the AM peak.
 Market Attractiveness Assessment
PwC has applied a multi-criteria analysis to assess the changing market appeal for development, at a
precinct scale, for the FBURA over time. The Market Attractiveness Assessment (MAA) considers the
expected role of developers in leading the renewal. It also considers the areas competitiveness as a
residential and employment location in the context of inner Melbourne’s projected growth and multiple
other precincts around inner Melbourne.
Results of the MAA are applied to the project scenarios within the investigation area to enable a
comparison within and between the precincts in terms of market drivers and the supply of developable
land under the different public transport scenarios.
Outputs of this analysis include an assessment for commercial and residential development for key
dates to 2051 under each scenario, and an analysis of comparable inner Melbourne suburbs that
provides context of the surrounding peri-CBD precincts (e.g. Southbank, Docklands, etc.) to understand
impacts on distribution and net impact for the FBURA investigation area.
 Real estate market analysis
A market analysis has been undertaken of the type of development that could be expected to occur
under the different scenarios in Lorimer, Montague, Sandridge and Wirraway. Specifically, the
quantitative analysis and MAA outputs have been used to form an understanding of the distribution and
density of development at the sub-precinct scale, and the mix of land use. This analysis has also been
informed by assumptions regarding the potential industry profile at 2051, e.g. the Employment Precinct
would transition from the current industrial, port and manufacturing uses, to science, professional and
technological services and advanced manufacturing.
Outputs of this analysis include a sub-precinct assessment of land use mix and density by scenario at
2051. This analysis also forms the basis for the urban outcome renders created for each scenario and
precinct to visualise the types of outcomes that will occur under each transport delivery option.
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Results of analysis
Summary of findings
We highlight the following key findings for Sandridge and Wirraway from the study results:
 Later delivery of the tram to Wirraway and Sandridge (Base Case scenario) would result in the following
undesirable outcomes:
◦

Uncertainty about the delivery of the tram would leave the market waiting for interventions by
government. Wirraway and Sandridge could require a catalysing influence to drive residential
and commercial growth in the precincts.

◦

The market would dictate development outcomes, and without an anchor provided by tram
infrastructure, there would be less ‘control’ and development would be attracted to locations
closest to existing amenity – this would lead to a greater dispersal of commercial and retail
development and a higher density of development accumulating along the border with the
Employment Precinct.

◦

The proposed level of development planned for the core activity centres along the
Plummer/Fennel Street alignment would be unlikely to be fully realised by this earlier dispersal
of activity. Overall, this would reduce the liveability and vitality from having focused mixed use
activity centres as identified in the Vision.

 Delivery of tram by 2022 and a train to the Employment Precinct by 2047 (under Scenario 2) would
result in an approximately 16,000 additional residents and 1,000 additional jobs at 2051 for the
FBURA. It is expected all of this uplift would be in Sandridge and Wirraway. These impacts would be
from the catalysing influence of the early delivery of the tram infrastructure.
 Delivery of tram by 2022 and a train to Wirraway by 2047 (under Scenario 3) would result in an
approximately 17,000 additional residents and 100 additional jobs at 2051 for the FBURA. These
impacts would be primarily attributed to the early delivery of tram.
 Our indicative public transport assessment has identified:
◦

In all scenarios the delivery of tram alone would not provide sufficient public transport capacity
to achieve the 80% sustainable transport target defined in the Vision.

◦

Delivery of a train alignment through Sandridge and the Employment Precinct would provide
service for public transport demand under the 80% sustainable transport target at 2051 (Scenario
1 and 2) – this would not be the case if the train were delivered to Wirraway (Scenario 3).

◦

Insufficient public transport delivery would see a mode shift from public transport creating spillover effects and add pressure to road capacity.

Quantitative Analysis
Population & Job forecasts
For the purpose of this analysis, the FBURA Vision for 80,000 jobs and 80,000 residents has been used as
the projection for Scenario 1 (Base Case) at 2051 (Fishermans Bend Framework, October 2017). The study
has been to model and analyse the projected population and employment outcomes for Scenario 2 and 3
transport delivery options when compared to the Base Case (Scenario 1).
At 2051, the key differences that occur in Scenario 2 and 3 when compared with the Base Case projections
are shown in Table 2 below. Results are shown by precinct.
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Table 2: Summary of differences from Base Case, by population, dwellings and precinct
Totals (difference to Base Case)
Change in density
(persons / ha)
Scenario 2
Population
Dwellings
Jobs
Population
Job Density
2051
Density
Montague
0
0
0
0
0
Lorimer
0
0
0
0
0
Sandridge
10,500
5,300
900
122
10
Wirraway
5,400
1,600
100
57
1
Employment
0
0
0
0
0
Net change
15,900
6,900
1,000
33
2
Totals (difference to Base Case)
Scenario 3
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Net change

Population

Dwellings

Jobs

0
0
10,500
6,500
0
17,000

0
0
5,300
1,900
0
7,200

0
0
900
200
-1,000
100

Change in density
(persons / ha)
Population
Job Density
Density
0
0
0
0
122
10
69
2
0
-4
36
0

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

These results are also shown by transport mode (Table 3), which shows the impact of the tram compared to
train transport mode options.
Table 3: Summary of change from Base Case, by public transport type and precinct
Population impact from Base Case in
2051
Sandridge
Wirraway
Jobs impact from Base Case in 2051
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment

Tram (delivered at 2022)
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
10,500
10,500
5,400
5,400
Scenario 2
900
100
0

Scenario 3
900
100
0

Train (delivered at 2047)
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
0
0
0
1,100
Scenario 2
0
0
0

Scenario 3
0
100
-1,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

The quantitative analysis shows that the timing and type of transport infrastructure would primarily
impact on the Sandridge, Wirraway and Employment precincts. Under Scenario 2, there would be a
significant uplift in population across Sandridge and Wirraway, with a modest impact on employment,
when compared to the Base Case. This is primarily as a result of earlier tram delivery. Under Scenario 3, in
which a train provides access to Wirraway instead of the Employment Precinct, there would be a further
uplift in population compared to Scenario 2. However, any gain in jobs in Sandridge and Wirraway would
be offset by the loss of jobs in the Employment Precinct from the loss of the train connection.
Market Attractiveness Assessment
The MAA found that earlier delivery of the tram network in Fishermans Bend (Scenario 2 and 3) would
have the potential to change the relative development appeal of the precinct (under the Base Case) by
providing a condition for allowing the market to drive growth in the area. However, without the early tram
delivery, even with its locational advantages, the FBURA is expected to require some catalytic
interventions, such as investments in public transport and other urban renewal initiatives, before the
market would drive residential and employment growth. The earlier these investments are made, the
sooner the change in the market attractiveness would take place.
A comparison with other inner Melbourne precincts shows that the FBURA has strong potential as a fringe
CBD residential and employment precinct due to its relative proximity to Docklands and the CBD. This is
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enhanced by the availability of land for which the use can be easily changed due to the relatively
unconstrained planning controls (e.g. Central City zoning) and the higher densities permitted than in many
of the other surrounding areas.
Real estate market analysis (including GFA modelling outcomes)
PwC has applied the population and employment projections to estimate the changes in GFA, its locational
distribution and mix under each scenario.
Base Case Implications
The distribution and accumulation of GFA resulting under the Base Case (Scenario 1) is visualised in the
GFA heatmap shown in Figure 2. This displays total GFA, including commercial, residential and associated
car parking allocation space.
Under the Base Case, the later delivery of transport to the southern corridor would likely result in a
development distribution and mix scenario that would be unlikely to meet the FBURA Vision.
Development would be drawn to areas closest to existing amenity and established development. Without
public transport infrastructure the market’s ‘highest and best’ land use under the Capital City Zoning would
likely be high-density residential buildings, an outcome not aligning with the mixed use typology described
in the Vision. These would likely form along the edge of the Employment Precinct, Lorimer and Montague
where residential and employment density and amenity would be established. Areas closer to
Williamstown Road would likely follow the existing low density built form seen in Port Melbourne.
In Wirraway there would be less likelihood of a core activity centre along Plummer Street envisioned in the
FBURA Vision, with small amounts of ancillary employment and services dispersed with a strip along
Salmon Street that connects with the Employment Precinct.
For Sandridge, some of the high density mixed land use described in the Vision could be achieved.
However, this would be concentrated along the borders to Montague and Lorimer Precincts and thus the
desired activity centres would be underdeveloped. In addition to these effects, lower-density outcomes
before the delivery of the tram infrastructure may constrain future opportunities for high density
development and adaptability to commercial and retail uses after public transport is delivered.
Figure 2: Base Case – Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

Source: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)
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Scenario 2 Implications
Under Scenario 2, the earlier delivery of the southern corridor tram along Fennel Street would have the
following key positive impacts in both Sandridge and Wirraway:
 Provide an anchor of amenity that would attract development around the tram corridor.
 Bring forward population and employment growth in the area, which would translate to higher GFA and
a denser built environment along the southern tram corridor at 2051. The increase described would
equate to more than 700,000 m2 of residential GFA, and 40,000 m2 of employment use GFA across
Sandridge and Wirraway.
 Create stronger connectivity between the precincts, with greater integration and sharing of density and
amenity between the precincts.
For these precincts, the increase in density (and height) brought by earlier tram delivery would create
opportunities for the development of additional retail, community and commercial space in the lower levels
of buildings.
In Wirraway an accumulation of higher density residential land uses would remain adjacent to the
Employment Precinct. However, a more vibrant activity centre would emerge along Plummer Street. This
would primarily be for retail and community uses to support the residential community. Fennel Street
Activity Centre within Sandridge would be more established, with greater levels of amenity and commercial
space. The density and amenity that would be established would improve liveability and support further
employment growth following the train delivery in 2047. These outcomes are represented in the heatmap
image in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Scenario 2 - Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)

Scenario 3 Implications
Under Scenario 3, the tram and train connection in Wirraway would make the precinct more attractive to
commercial developments concentrated primarily along the Plummer Street corridor. These would likely
be boutique office space, likened to Burwood Road in Hawthorn or Swan Street in Richmond.
Whilst Sandridge would have no expected quantitative shift in its projected GFA under Scenario 3 (as it
receives a tram and train connection in all scenarios), the alignment with a station at Wirraway would serve
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to reinforce the precincts integration and increase the vitality of the Fennel Street corridor. This will likely
also result in density redistributing toward the corridor. These outcomes are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Scenario 3 - Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

Source: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)

Public Transport Assessment
PwC has undertaken an indicative assessment of public transport demand and capacity at 2041 and 2051 to
understand the ability to achieve the proposed sustainable transport target of 40% of all local trips by
public transport, 40% of trips by cycling or walking and 20% private vehicle mode share by 2041. These
dates capture and differentiate the impact of earlier and later tram delivery and train delivery location.
These targets, provided by CoPP, assume that there are no major changes to the main road network. It does
not consider public transport other than that proposed in each scenario.
Our analysis has indicated that in the AM peak (8am -9am) in all scenarios, the delivery of tram (regardless
of timing) would be insufficient to provide public transport capacity that would allow the FBURA to meet
the target 40% public transport mode share defined in the sustainable transport target. This is
demonstrated in the public transport outcomes analysis for Scenarios 1, 2 and 3, where the public transport
(tram; or tram and train) provided is expected to service approximately 35% of projected trip demand
along the southern and northern corridors for the Base Case, and 30% for the southern corridor tram for
Scenarios 2 and 3 at 2041. This 5% reduction would be the result of increased population and employment
resulting from the earlier delivery of public transport infrastructure. The northern corridor service rate
would be unchanged at 36%.
In all scenarios, the delivery of a train in 2047 would provide sufficient public transport capacity to achieve
the 40% public transport use target by 2051 in Sandridge and Wirraway. For the Employment Precinct, this
would only occur in the instance that the train station would be located within the Precinct.
Insufficient public transport delivery could have secondary impacts in the form of creating additional
private vehicle traffic that would add to congestion on the to the road network. This could also reduce the
likelihood of meeting the sustainable transport target of only 20% private vehicle trips.
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Conclusions
In this report we have analysed the potential impact of the delivery and timing of tram and train public
transport to Fishermans Bend through a number of different lenses. PwC has undertaken quantitative
modelling of projected population and employment growth in five precincts under the different scenarios.
It has used this data to model the potential trip generation impacts on public transport under an
aspirational mode split (in the peak AM period) where 40 per cent of trips would be by public transport.
This analysis has been supplemented by a market attractiveness assessment, which provides a measure of
the likelihood of the market to drive growth, or whether growth requires facilitated or catalytic
interventions. A real estate market analysis highlights how the market might respond to the timing and
delivery of public transport under the different scenarios.
The future levels of employment and the pattern and density of development in the precincts are not
predetermined but changeable depending on a range of factors. The delivery of public transport, as shown
under the different transport scenarios considered in this report, is a significant factor.
An important result from the market attractiveness assessment is that it identified the need for catalytic
change in Sandridge and Wirraway before the market is expected to drive residential and employment
growth and deliver the type of outcomes celebrated in the Vision for the FBURA.
Employment and retail developments need public transport accessibility. Without early commitment to the
tram infrastructure to the southern tram corridor (Scenarios 2 and 3) the risk would be lower development
outcomes and potentially a different distribution of development to that in the Fishermans Bend Vision.
This is because until delivery of tram public transport along Fennel and Plummer Streets, there would be
no anchor for development. Developers would be reacting to what is occurring in the neighbourhood on a
‘highest and best use’ basis.
Without a commitment and timetable to the delivery of the tram infrastructure, new commercial
developments would be likely to arise near established precincts where they can leverage from existing
amenity and uses. With only delivery of the northern corridor tram by 2022 (Scenario 1) growth of activity
nodes in Sandridge and Wirraway would be more likely to emerge along those streets that connect into
Lorimer or the Employment precinct, taking advantage of their accessibility to transport and greater
amenity. The risk is that early development may constrain future development that would occur after the
tram is delivered.
The action of delivering the southern corridor tram in 2022 (Scenarios 2 and 3) would be beneficial by
bringing forward development and increase the overall quantum of development and jobs at 2051. Benefits
include higher density in proximity to the transport corridor as well as greater opportunity for place
making by facilitating retail and commercial developments in the core areas around that transport.
Development would more likely occur in a planned manner, creating greater vibrancy in key places and
fulfilling the Vision for Fishermans Bend.
However, even with the delivery of the tram network in 2022 (Scenarios 2 and 3), the analysis finds that
under all scenarios public transport capacity (tram) would be insufficient to meet projected corridor trip
demand in 2041 under the assumption that 40 per cent of peak hour trips were by public transport. It is
expected that only with delivery of the train in 2047 would the precincts be able to meet the 40 per cent
target of trip demand, particularly in the Employment Precinct (Base Case and Scenario 2) and
Sandridge/Wirraway (all scenarios). Further, achieving public transport and active transport targets would
be critical if congestion on the Fishermans Bends roads is to be averted. A number of demand management
and urban design strategies identified in the Framework would help to facilitate this mode shift.
Transport accessibility is a critical factor. Without public transport the risk would be that lower density
residential developments instead of high density mixed use development outcomes may prevail. What is
more certain is that with Capital City zoning in place, the development market in each of the residential
precincts would be based on responding to existing established uses and conditions. All things being equal,
the precincts with better public transport access are more likely to attract greater commercial activity and
achieve greater urban densities.
What are the implications for the FBURA and potential impacts on the development profile of the precinct?
If public transport is not able to meet trip demand there would be shifts to other modes. If the spill-over is
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to private vehicles, there is a risk the road system would reach capacity. In the peak periods particularly,
this would mean congestion and delays in accessing/egressing the area. Under this scenario, government
may need to put on hold or slow further development approvals until such time that transport
infrastructure capacities more closely matches trip demand.
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Introduction

1.1

Purpose

The City of Port Phillip (CoPP) has engaged PwC so that it can better understand the impact of certain
transport infrastructure delivery time horizons on land use and development outcomes in the Fishermans
Bend Urban Renewal Area (FBURA). This involves analysing population and employment projections and
potential development outcomes for each of three public transport delivery scenarios further described in
Section 1.3. It also involves modelling the impact of projected population and employment on utilisation of
transport infrastructure.
Specifically, CoPP wishes to consider what the impact of timing of transport delivery would be on the
character of the precincts, on the built form outcomes and the mix of uses. What would be the impact of the
mode delivered, and location of mode, on employment and other development indicators? Council is also
asking about the impacts of the different scenarios on mode share change and achieving the FBURA Vision
(the Vision2) for a sustainable transport target of 80 per cent of movements by public transport, walking or
cycling by 2051.
These are all questions about structure and function. In land use planning structure is concerned with
spatial elements – employment patterns, dwelling density, types of land uses and so on. These are the
‘what’ questions. Function is concerned with process, the ‘how’. How the different elements work, how they
interact, about accessibility, of movement into and out of the Fishermans Bend area.
Structural elements are seen as relatively stable, while functional elements can be more changeable.
However, in the context of urban renewal in Fishermans Bend, this paradigm need not be so. Experience
tells us that the timing and rollout strategy for the delivery of high frequency/capacity public transport
infrastructure will be key determinants for the mix and density of development within Fishermans Bend, as
well as impacting on the achievement of sustainable transport objectives. The pattern of interaction could
be that the construction of new tram infrastructure would increase accessibility, commuting and workplace
connections and in turn lead to a structural change by raising population and leading to a change in land
uses. Increasing population and employment in turn would add trips and place pressure on transport
infrastructure.
CoPP is concerned that a later delivery of high frequency/capacity public transport infrastructure – tram
and/or train – to parts of Fishermans Bend could compromise the Vision for the FBURA, in particular the
scale and timing of development and the creation and delivery of jobs in Sandridge and Wirraway. This
study provides insight and estimates the impact that certain infrastructure scenarios would have on land
use and development outcomes.

1.2

Project Background

The FBURA is a key component in inner Melbourne’s growth strategy over the coming 35 years. The site is
located approximately 2 km south-west of the Melbourne CBD, and spans two municipalities - the City of
Melbourne and City of Port Phillip. The area currently supports 24,900 jobs, of which 12,500 are within the
Employment Precinct, and 400 residents primarily within Montague. By 2051 the 480 hectare precinct is
expected to accommodate approximately 80,000 new residents and provide 80,000 jobs (FBURA Vision,
2016) across the area.
Historically the land has been used for industrial and commercial uses, holding a central location, close to
the CBD and with unfettered access to Melbourne’s freeway network. It is also within Melbourne’s $82
billion International Trade Gateway with immediate access to the Webb Dock. Consequently, one of the

2 Fishermans Bend Vision, September 2016, prepared by the Victorian State Government, the City of Port Phillip and the City of Melbourne
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major industries in the area has been freight and storage. Other industries represented in the area include
manufacturing, wholesale trading, and technical, scientific and professional industry.
As part of the planning framework for FBURA, the area has been divided into five precincts, Montague,
Lorimer, Sandridge, Wirraway and the Fishermans Bend Employment precinct (the Employment
Precinct). These will support a change in the land use profile toward a mixed use area supporting
residential growth and secondary community and retail services. The area will also include a dedicated
Employment Precinct that will retain some of the existing industrial quality and value, as well as
transitioning to becoming an engineering, design and technology hub. The five precincts are described in
further detail in relation to the different scenarios in Section 1.4.
The location of each precinct is shown below in Figure 5. The Westgate Freeway forms the boundary
between the City of Port Phillip precincts of Montague, Sandridge and Wirraway, and the City of
Melbourne precincts of Lorimer and the Employment precinct.
This project measures the sensitivity of these employment figures, as well as associated land use and
development indicators, to the timing and scale of public transport infrastructure. Whilst the area has a
competitive advantage as an industrial location, as it transitions to a mixed use function the lack of public
transport is considered a constraint to its development. Multiple reports reviewed as part of this
assessment have identified the provision of sufficient public transport as being critical to the successful
development of the area.
Figure 5: Fishermans Bend Precincts

Source: PwC internally generated map (2017) based on DELWP data (October 2017)
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Public transport scenarios

The scope of the analysis required PwC to model the impact of three different scenarios, as provided by
CoPP. These differ in terms of transport mode delivered, and the time horizon of delivery.
Table 4: Public transport scenarios for investigation
Proposed
timing of
delivery*

PwC timing
applied to
analysis

Scenario

Transport mode and stop locations

1 – Likely base case

Northern Corridor tram through Lorimer &
Employment Precinct

2 – 7 years

2022

Southern Corridor tram through Sandridge
Precinct

5 – 15 years

2028

Southern Corridor tram through Wirraway
Precinct

10 – 15 years

2032

> 30 years

2047

< 5 years

2022

> 30 years

2047

< 5 years

2022

> 30 years

2047

Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via
Sandridge and Employment Precinct
2 –Early delivery of
tram

Entire tram network as described in Scenario 1
Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via
Sandridge and Employment Precinct

3 – Early delivery of
tram with alternative
train route

Entire tram network as described in Scenario 1
Western Suburbs heavy rail to CBD via
Sandridge and Wirraway

Source: City of Port Phillip, 2017
* Timing as advised by the CoPP

For each of the scenarios described above, PwC has considered the impact of the transport delivery option
on:
 Employment and population projections
 Land use
 Other development impacts (density and mix)
 Public transport trip generation and travel mode share change.

1.4

Transport node locations

1.4.1

Defining the investigation area

For the purpose of this population and employment analysis the investigation area needs to be defined and
the scenarios clearly described. The FBURA dimensions are approximately 4.7 km by 1.6 km. The five
precincts identified in Section 1 and shown in Figure 5 constitute the investigation area.
The Wirraway, Sandridge and Montague precincts are between the Westgate Freeway and Williamstown/
Boundary and City Roads.
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Lorimer and the Employment precinct are between the Westgate Freeway and the Yarra River/Lorimer
Street. These two precincts are separated by the Bolte Bridge. The port designated land along the Yarra
River does not form part of the FBURA.

1.4.2 Scenarios 1 & 2
These scenarios only differ in terms of transport delivery timing, but are otherwise the same. See Figure 6
for the options for station and tram route locations.

Lorimer Precinct – Northern Corridor Tram
In the two scenarios the tram would be extended from Collins Street in Docklands, over the Yarra River
landing at Lorimer Street and Hartley Street. A new tram route would be created through existing blocks
and joining into Turner Street. The route would continue along Turner Street, under the Bolte Bridge toll
road, and into the Employment precinct. Tram stops would be located close to one another such that all
areas within Lorimer precinct would be within 400 metres of a tram.
The tram (at Ingles Street) would be accessible to the northern parts of Sandridge precinct. This
accessibility between the Lorimer precinct and Sandridge would be enhanced if further pedestrian and
cycling links were built across the freeway adjacent to the Bolte Bridge, as per the infrastructure plan.

Employment Precinct – Northern Corridor Tram & Train connection
The tram route would continue along Turner Street, across Salmon Street and into Caprice Avenue
connecting into the alignment along Wharf Road. The tram would terminate at Westgate Park underneath
the Westgate Bridge.
The tram (at Salmon Street) would be accessible (within 750 metres) to the northern parts of the Wirraway
precinct. This accessibility between the Employment precinct and Wirraway would be enhanced if further
pedestrian and cycling links were built over the freeway, as per the infrastructure plan.
The rail option would be on an alignment from Southern Cross via Sandridge before going further west
under the Yarra River. The station option in the Employment precinct would be located within the former
GMH site. This would mean that most of the Employment precinct would be within a one kilometre radius
of the station, including the northern parts of Wirraway precinct.
Figure 6: Map showing potential transport options to the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal
Area

Source: PwC internally generated map (2017) based on DELWP data (October 2017).
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Sandridge Precinct – Southern Corridor Tram & Train connection
From Lorimer Precinct the Southern tram corridor would cross over the Westgate Freeway to the south,
landing in Fennel Street. Running along Fennel Street, it would continue into Plummer Street through to
the intersection with Graham Street.
The rail would come under the Yarra River from Southern Cross Station along the Fennel Street alignment.
A new underground station box would be created extending from the north side of Ingles Street to the
south side of Bertie Street. All of Sandridge would be within 800 metres walking distance of the station.
Also, approximately half of Montague (north of Woodruff Street) and the eastern parts of Wirraway would
be accessible up to 1,000 metres, as would large parts of Port Melbourne across Williamstown Road.
The Sandridge station would also provide an interchange opportunity with the tram along Fennel and
Plummer Streets.

Wirraway Precinct – Southern Corridor Tram
From the Graham Street intersection the tram route would continue from Sandridge into the Wirraway
precinct along the Plummer Street alignment. It would pass along the northern side of the JL Murphy
Reserve, across Salmon Street and turn left at Prohasky Street, crossing Williamstown Road (leaving the
FBURA) and down Centre Avenue, terminating at The Bend in Port Melbourne.

1.4.3 Scenario 3 – alternative Train route
All tram networks would be delivered in the same location and investigation area as described in
Scenario 2.

Wirraway – Train connection
Under this scenario, a new underground rail line, instead of routing via the Employment Precinct, would
continue from Sandridge into Wirraway. The station box would be under the Plummer Street alignment
between the JL Murphy Reserve and Salmon Street. All of Wirraway would be well within 800 metres
walking distance of the station. In addition much of Port Melbourne, including Beach Street, would be
within an 800 metre walk from the Wirraway station. Large parts of the Employment precinct would also
be quite accessible from a Wirraway Station. (Note: it is only one kilometre from the Salmon/Plummer
Street intersection to the Turner/Salmon Street intersection in the Employment precinct.)
The Wirraway station would also provide an interchange opportunity with the tram along Plummer Street.

1.5

Scope and Limitations

The report’s scope is limited to an analysis of population, dwelling and employment outcomes across five
precincts in the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area under different public transport delivery scenarios.
The analysis includes:


the impacts of the delivery timing and location of future rail and tram transport on the number of jobs;



the expected development outcomes for each of Fishermans Bend’s five precincts, including the likely
development density and mix of land uses; and



projected trip generation based on a sustainable transport mode share and the projected development
outcomes by precinct. This is an indicative assessment based on limiting assumptions, data and project
scope/time.

PwC was not required to develop a base case. The City of Port Phillip has provided population, dwelling and
employment data generated by the DELWP. The proposed public transport alignments have been
developed by the FBURA Taskforce.
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The following matters are considered out of scope:


Any network benefits from the potential rail and tram lines – i.e. the analysis is contained to the
investigation areas around each station/stop location;



Tram options other than those identified for this project;



Options for rail alignments other than those identified for this project;



Built form feasibility and/or design concepts; and



A traffic and public transport study that considers more granular detail of road and intersection
capacity, bottleneck areas, producing primary data, or transition profile and factors of current state of
public transport use, road congestion and mode share.

City of Port Phillip
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PwC has undertaken three streams of analysis identified in Figure 7 that together provide an integrated
view of the impacts of the three different public transport scenarios on the renewal of Fishermans Bend:
i) Quantitative Modelling
ii) Market Attractiveness Assessment
iii) Real Estate Market Analysis.
The Quantitative Modelling comprises three main parts: modelling the population and employment by
precinct under the three scenarios; converting these projections into built form outcomes measured in
terms of gross floor area (GFA); and modelling the indicative impacts of the growth projections and
transport scenarios in terms public transport demand and capacity.
The Market Attractiveness Assessment is a qualitative measure using a multi-criteria analysis to assess
market appeal for development for the different precincts under the different transport scenarios. It
provides a risk assessment of achieving the Vision for the area for each of the different scenarios.
The Real Estate Market Analysis provides insights about the distribution of the population and
employment growth within each precinct under the different scenarios and the character that could
develop in terms of the mix of uses and density of development.
Figure 7: Structure of the analysis
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Modelling a base case

PwC’s initial task for the assessment required the identification of a Base Case for projected population and
employment growth outcomes. The Base Case has formed the reference case against which each of the
other two transport scenarios have been compared for the impact on land use for jobs and population
growth.
To determine the reliability and reasonableness of the data that has been provided for its use as the base
case, and to understand the risk of use, PwC has:
 Compared the data to alternative data sets and observed its similarities and differences.
 Compared characteristics of the data to comparable renewal areas (e.g. Docklands, Southbank).

2.3.1 Population
Data validation and comparison
PwC has been provided projections to 2051 created by DELWP (Fishermans Bend Population and
Demographics, September 2016) that reflects the Vision for Fishermans Bend. This Vision includes
initiatives and proposed interventions which are uncommitted and therefore uncertain.
PwC has compared this projection with two other sources 3 to understand the key assumptions that
underpin the projection, and whether it is reasonable to use the DELWP data as the Base Case (Scenario 1).
This analysis is displayed in Figure 8. Note that PwC has made necessary adjustments to the data from
these sources to improve the comparability for analysis 4.
1F

2F

Figure 8: Population projections for Fishermans Bend - comparison of data sources
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2036

2041

2051

CoPP / CoM

Source: PwC analysis of data sources: VIF (2015), DELWP (September 2016), CoPP/CoM (2016)

3 DELWP, VIF, City of Port Phillip/City of Melbourne.
4 Some of the data sources did not have the granularity required for an accurate comparison, nor was forecast to 2051 as in the DELWP data. Where this
was the case, we applied the prevailing growth rates within the data being analysed to further project the forecasts to the required dates. Specifically:
VIF was projected from 2036 – 2051; ForecastID was projected from 2046 – 2051; and, Geografia was projected from 2041 to 2051.
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The Victoria in Future (ViF) data (2015) has a much lower growth rate and would result in a 2051
population figure of around 35,000, or less than half the projected 80,000 projected in the Fishermans
Bend Vision. From discussions with forecasters and demographers, the ViF data uses wider regional
growth rates and economic indicators to forecast population. It does not consider the state and council
level strategies and local conditions, and so represents a ‘business as usual’ growth, where no council or
other significant intervention occurs. It also does not appear to reflect State level strategies being prepared
for Fishermans Bend.
The DELWP projection correlates strongly with the CoPP/CoM projections undertaken by Forecast ID/
Geografia 5. These projections are constructed using a ‘bottom up’ approach, which considers prevailing
local level conditions, growth factors, and approved planning permits. Using this approach the projections
capture the current market appeal, which encapsulates the potential for transport infrastructure and urban
renewal. The City of Port Phillip/City of Melbourne projections are slightly above the DELWP projections
in the early years, but after 2028 are lower. At 2051 the CoPP/CoM projection is more conservative and
would be 8,000 people lower than the DELWP projection. Over a 30+ year period this difference falls
within a margin of 10 per cent.
3F

Correlation with Base Case transport delivery
PwC has taken the DELWP population and dwelling projections to 2051 to apply these against the Base
Case. These are the figures used by the Fishermans Bend Taskforce. PwC has then analysed the annual
population growth in the DELWP data to identify if the projection correlated with the Likely Base Case
transport Scenario 1. This is demonstrated in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Year-on-year population growth, 2016 - 2051

Source: PwC internally generated chart (2017) based on DELWP data (September 16)

From 2022 an increase and sustained growth for the Lorimer and Montague Precincts is shown through to
2032. Growth in Lorimer would then fall steadily over the next 16 years. Montague shows a further brief
spike in growth, before also falling and then stabilising at a low rate. The pattern of this growth could be
explained as a result of the existing proximity of these precincts to the CBD and Southbank, and
Montague’s access to existing public transport (trams). Under the Likely Base Case (Scenario 1) the
Lorimer precinct would receive tram access in 2022 with the delivery of the Northern Corridor tram

5 City of Port Phillip and City of Melbourne use different forecast consultants to derive their forecast population and economic data, Forecast ID and
Geografia respectively. PwC has combined data from both sources to provide an estimate of the Fishermans Bend study area which falls under both
LGAs. We deem this to be appropriate due to the similarity in estimation method and purpose of the two consultancies.
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through Lorimer and the Employment Precinct. The delivery of the northern tram coincides with the spike
in population growth for Lorimer and Montague.
After an initial spike in population in 2018, from development currently under construction, growth in
Sandridge would not increase until after 2026, which correlates with the approximate delivery of the
Southern corridor tram (stage 1) to Sandridge (per Scenario 1). Wirraway also grows modestly, as a factor
of the delivery of the tram in 2022 and declining growth in Lorimer and Montague. However, growth rates
are not nearly as strong as in Sandridge. This would be consistent with the higher density planned for
Sandridge compared to Wirraway, and the proximity of Sandridge to Lorimer and Montague precincts and
the CBD.
The Employment Precinct has no residential development permitted.
As an additional analysis and comparator, PwC used Australian Bureau of Statistics historical population
growth figures for Docklands and Southbank. In Table 5, PwC has compared the growth rates in these two
areas over the past 10 years to the DELWP growth projections for the Fishermans Bend area.
Table 5: Comparative area residential growth (ABS)

Docklands
Southbank
Melbourne
South Melbourne

Average annual population growth
%
2006-2011
2011-2016
8%
12%
4%
10%
7%
12%
1%
3%

Average annual population
growth volume
2006-2011
2011-2016
409
1,150
462
1,659
1,313
3,932
135
392

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006 – 2016 census)

1-5 Year
Forecast
Fishermans Bend

5-10 Year Forecast
12%

50%

1-5 Year Forecast
268

5-10 Year Forecast
1,558

Source: DELWP (September 2016)

This historical data shows that whilst the projected growth rate for Fishermans Bend would be high on a
percentage rate base, the net additions of population to the area annually would be within the range of
population growth experienced in Southbank and Docklands in the 2000’s. It is important to note that
both Docklands and Southbank have been CBD fringe urban renewal areas, with a focus on redevelopment
as high density mixed use residential and employment areas. Also, these precincts still have capacity for
further growth over the medium term. Delivery of new public transport infrastructure or improved access
and connectivity to existing services and the CBD have been important elements to their sustained growth.

2.3.2 Employment
The comparative data sources used for the population analysis in Section 2.2.1 (being VIF, Geografia and
ForecastID) were not able to be attained for employment projections to a sufficient degree of geographic
and forecast granularity to perform an equivalent validation analysis.
Initial analysis of the DELWP (September 16) employment forecasts for FBURA of 80,000 jobs projected
by 2051 proved anomalous. As shown in Figure 10, the year-on-year employment growth for Sandridge is
unchanged at 650 jobs per year for the full time horizon. This implies that employment growth in
Sandridge would be unaffected by the delivery of public transport infrastructure. From discussions with the
CoPP and qualitative market assessments, PwC determined that the data was not precisely modelled for the
study.
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Figure 10: Year-on-year net employment growth, 2016 – 2051

Source: PwC internally generated chart (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
* The information has been displayed in two charts as the variations in the Lorimer, Montague and
Wirraway were not distinguishable when displayed in the same chart with Sandridge and the
Employment Precinct, due to their relative size.

Initially PwC investigated an earlier DELWP (August 2016) projection of employment and population
growth (60,000 jobs by 2051). This projection appeared to be more aligned with the impact of the delivery
of public transport (and potentially other interventions) than the projections in Figure 10. For the purpose
of this analysis, PwC recalibrated the September 2016 DELWP 80,000 jobs projection to follow the growth
profile identified in the earlier projection. The results of this analysis are displayed in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Year-on-year net employment growth, 2016 - 2051 (PwC Adjusted)

Source: PwC internally adjusted forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016) & DELWP
data (April 2016).
* PwC has displayed this information in two charts as the variations in the Lorimer, Montague and
Wirraway were not distinguishable when displayed in the same chart with Sandridge and the
Employment Precinct, due to their relative size.

The graph in Figure 11 shows the Employment Precinct would experience an uplift in jobs growth in 2022
coinciding with the delivery of a northern corridor tram, and then additional uplifts in 2028 and 2032, as
more population moves into the Wirraway and Sandridge areas with the delivery of a southern corridor
tram, and potential boosting the workforce. The graph shows that both the Employment Precinct and
Sandridge would experience a significant uplift in employment growth in 2047, correlating with the
delivery of a train to these precincts at this time. Notably, the delivery of train would provide the greatest
uplift annually to job growth.
Whilst the effects are relatively small reflecting the lower employment base of the Montague, Lorimer and
Wirraway Precincts, the timing of these uplifts in employment coincide with the delivery of transport in
2022, 2028 and 2032 in the Base Case. In 2047, employment growth would taper off in Montague and
Lorimer, but increase marginally in Wirraway. This would correlate with the delivery of the train to
Sandridge and the Employment Precincts only.
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2.3.3 Gross floor area analysis and other assumptions
To understand in three-dimensional terms the impacts of the projected dwelling and employment
numbers, it is necessary to translate these projections into gross floor area (GFA). In order to calculate
these projections several assumptions have been made around the average GFA that would be required and
provided for residents and employees of different kinds.
Forecast dwelling type
To estimate the GFA required per resident and consequently the built form outcome, we have made
assumptions around the forecast household type by precinct, and the typical GFA per dwelling to be
provided. For the analysis we have assumed that any uplift in population as a result of the different
transport scenarios would not affect household type. These assumptions are detailed in Appendix C.
Current and Forecast Industry Profiles at 2051
For the study to make assumptions about the built form outcomes for each scenario, it is important to
understand the current and forecast industry profile. The industry building typology profile is the
proportional distribution of employment across industries (not total amounts). By modelling the potential
industry profile, we are able to estimate the GFA requirements per employee by industry and the demand
for built form outcomes that follow this.
To simplify the task of modelling projected GFA growth we have aggregated similar industries based on
their building typology demands. For example, industrial activities, manufacturing, and storage may all fall
within the same ‘industrial’ building typology.
2017 Industry Profiles were taken from the most current data. Our assumptions around the 2051 Industry
Profiles were informed by the Fishermans Bend Vision and wider economic trends that would drive
changes in employment type representation. Once an understanding of the envisioned industry outcome
was identified, we have used current data for comparable areas to use as 2051 industry profile estimates.
These assumptions and data sources have been documented in Table 6 below.
Neither Lorimer nor Montague forecast significant net growth in employment. The employment profile in
2051 is considered to be akin to a fringe CBD residential location. Both precincts would be predominantly
residential in character, but higher density, lower persons per dwelling, with employment mainly meeting
local retail and services requirements and some CBD fringe professional services. Sandridge is projected to
have a high level of employment that has a profile similar to the CBD. Wirraway is projected to be more an
inner urban family residential precinct, with employment mainly meeting local retail and services
requirements. Bay Street Port Melbourne is considered a comparable area. The Employment Precinct is
forecast to have no residential population at 2051 and to retain its industrial character but shift to
technology and advanced manufacturing. PwC has selected parts of the Monash National Employment and
Innovation Cluster area as being potentially applicable as a comparable area. This area is already in
transition from a more traditional industrial and manufacturing area to becoming an advanced
manufacturing, technology, education and commercial centre.
Table 6: Current and Forecast Industry Profile assumptions
Precinct
Montague
Sandridge
Wirraway
Lorimer
Employment
*

Current industry
profile data source
Essential Economics, 2011
Essential Economics, 2011
Essential Economics, 2011
SGS, 2014
Census of Land Use and
Employment, 2016

Forecast comparable
area
South Melbourne
CBD
Bay Street Activity Centre
South Melbourne
Selected Monash
Precincts

Data source
ForecastID, 2011
CLUE, 2016
ForecastID, 2011
ForecastID, 2011
PwC Internally
Forecast, 2046*

As part of a previous PwC project, we have modelled the employment outcomes anticipated at 2046 for selected
parts of the Monash Employment Cluster. PwC has used this projected employment profile for the Fishermans
Bend Employment Precinct.
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Model assumptions used
PwC has inferred the dates of the transport delivery from growth shifts in the data that has been provided.
Based on this we have adjusted the delivery dates and the associated growth changes to model the
population, dwelling and jobs outcomes. The dates we have inferred are provided in Table 7.
Table 7: Inferred transport delivery dates, by scenario

Tram – Northern Corridor
Tram – Southern Corridor Stage. 1
Tram – Southern Corridor Stage. 2
Train

Base Case
(Scenario 1)
2022
2028
2032
2047

Scenario 2
2022
2022
2022
2047

Scenario 3
2022
2022
2022
2047

Source: Derived from Figure 9

Detailed tables of assumptions that were used in the quantitative modelling of population, employment,
GFA and public transport figures are shown in Appendix C and Appendix E.
In this narrative, the timing of population and employment growth is facilitated by transport
infrastructure. Based on this analysis, PwC has assessed that the DELWP forecasts for population,
dwellings and employment appear to correspond with the urban renewal of Fishermans Bend, with a
transport delivery framework as described in Scenario 1. This data will underpin the analysis of the Base
Case.
Other assumptions
Listed below are a number of further assumptions for the analysis that have been used to guide the
modelling, and the qualitative analysis. These have been communicated with the City of Port Phillip as
forming the base for our approach, and confirmed as reasonable and appropriate. Assumptions used
include:
 Current planning controls and precinct plans are seen as indicative. The results of the assessment may
be subject to change should the governing controls substantially change or be considered mandatory.
 Some urban design principles have informed our understanding of ‘developable’ land – that is, gross
land area would be reduced by considerations such as building setbacks, podium requirements, and
open space.
 Household type distribution would remain fixed for all scenarios across the period to 2051, including
average persons per dwelling. Consequently dwelling numbers would increase as a factor of population
growth and not due to changes in dwelling type or dwelling occupancy rates.
 Consideration of market factors are used in the assessment to distribute the projected growth in the
precincts. Under this assessment planning controls have not overly constrained consideration of what
the market might be able to deliver.
 When estimating the GFA outcomes the analysis has applied FAR (Floor area ratio) controls applied.
These are gross of car park GFA. Commercial and residential carpark ratios have been used in the
estimation as defined in the FBURA Framework publicly released in October 2017 (o.1 sqm per sqm of
GFA for residential and 0.5 sqm per sqm of GFA for commercial).

2.3.4 Sustainable transport analysis
Approach
The FBURA Vision aspires to a sustainable transport model where only 20 per cent of all trips to/from the
area would be private vehicle trips, around 40 per cent of all trips would be by public transport, with a
further 40 per cent by walking or cycling. Our analysis is based on limited data (employment and dwelling
projections) to provide an indicative understanding of the impact on the future transport infrastructure for
the five precincts.
City of Port Phillip
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Our public transport analysis is based on assumptions around each transport mode’s available capacity
(per tram or train) and the potential frequency of each mode in the peak period at 2041 and 2051. Tram
mode analysis assumes the E-class model with a capacity of 210 passengers. The tram frequency is
estimated at 10 trams per hour implying a headway of less than six minutes between trams, applying the
current maximum frequency for the existing tram lines 109 and 96 during the AM and PM peak.
The new Melbourne metro trains are envisaged to have a capacity of between 1,200 and 2,000 passengers,
depending on the number and type of carriages per train. For the purpose of the analysis we have applied a
rate of 1,400 passengers per train. The frequency of trains is assumed to be 20 trains per peak hour
implying a headway of less than three minutes between trains. These assumptions could be varied as part
of a sensitivity analysis.
PwC has not been provided with information about proposed or future bus capacity for Fishermans Bend
and so have omitted buses from our analysis. But we recognise that some bus services would be available to
complement and support other mass public transport options, which would contribute to the overall target
of 40 per cent of trips to be by public transport.
The analysis assumes the service of the new northern corridor trams through Lorimer and the Employment
Precinct and new southern corridor trams through Sandridge and Wirraway would not share road space.
No change is assumed to existing 96 and 109 tram routes through Montague.
It is not possible from this analysis to make any conclusions about daily mode share and the ability to
achieve the target of sustainable transport trips at a ratio of 80:20. The study has also not considered other
public transport options or modes (e.g. buses).
The results of this analysis are described in Section 4.2 of this report. Assumptions regarding trip
generation ratios, mode share, mode capacity and public transport frequency are listed in Appendix C.

2.4

Real Estate Market Analysis

PwC has made an assessment of the impact of transport delivery on the possible built form outcomes –
specifically, the distribution of the projected population and employment, and the effect that the Base Case
transport scenario will have on land use mix and density.
The assessment is based on PwC’s internal market insights and understanding, and informed by the
quantitative analysis outputs. These data have been used to assess the staging of development, distribution
and density of GFA, land use change and mix, and understanding of development as being either marketled or catalysed by infrastructure investment(s). This has been performed for each of the transport delivery
scenarios at the sub-precinct scale shown in Figure 12. An assessment of the Employment precinct has
been excluded.
For each scenario the blocks in each of the sub-precincts have been allocated a typology based on
residential, mixed residential and mixed commercial at 2051. The typologies differ in the proportions of
residential and employment use within each block. A similar exercise has been undertaken for the potential
density of areas at 2051. PwC has integrated the analysis with the employment and population projections
and translated it into overall Gross Floor Area (GFA) in square metres. The GFA has then been distributed
to each precinct at 2051 among the blocks according to the previously identified mix and density for each of
the three scenarios. This results in floor area ratio (FAR) for each block that is mapped is represented in a
heatmap that shows the estimated density and distribution of employment and residential (and associated
car-parking) GFA outcomes in Fishermans Bend at 2051.
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Figure 12: Fishermans Bend sub-precinct scale (including previous ‘GMH’ site)

‘GMH’ site

Source: PwC internally generated map (2017) based on DELWP data (October 2017)

The block pattern displayed in Figure 12 has been created by PwC for the purpose of this analysis. The
precincts have been disaggregated into sub-precincts denoted by the colour coding of blocks in Figure 12,
and each unique identifier relates to a block for which we have detailed information including planning
control overlay, GFA, permits for the site (where applicable), block size, etc.

2.5

Market Attractiveness Assessment

PwC has undertaken a Market Attractiveness Assessment (MAA) of the land use around the precincts to
understand the development drivers to inform the potential population and employment impacts in these
areas. The MAA is an assessment of the appeal for development which applies a multi-criteria analysis. The
criteria include qualitative market and projected property development, using a combination of attributes
and measures to understand the drivers of growth. The criteria used in the MAA are listed in Appendix D
for residential and commercial attractiveness respectively.
Results of the MAA can be applied to the project scenarios within the investigation area enabling a
comparison within and between the precincts in terms of market drivers and the supply of developable
land under the different public transport scenarios.
The results of this analysis plots land creation and availability (for development) against relative market
attractiveness, and whether growth is driven by catalytic interventions (e.g. public transport infrastructure,
government led redevelopment of government land, assigning a development authority to an area),
facilitated outcomes (re-zoning, improvements to existing amenity) or is market driven (investment by the
private sector is independent of and driving outcomes).
The outputs show where the market would drive development toward the FBURA Vision, and where
government investments may add value to this. This relationship of market appeal and land availability for
development can be tracked over time. An example of this analysis of transition over time (not relating to
FBURA) is shown in Figure 13.
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Attractiveness Assessment

Figure 13: Market Attractiveness Assessment – for illustrative purposes only

Year t+4 Year t+3

Market
Driven

Year t+2

Year t+1

Year t

Facilitated
Catalytic
Supply of developable land

Source: PwC (2017)

The results of this analysis identifies market intervention decisions as being a factor of land creation and
availability (for development) against relative market attractiveness. This balance identifies three stages of
markets:
 catalytic, where meaningful government investment would be required to activate further developer
investment (e.g. public transport infrastructure, government led redevelopment of government land,
assigning a development authority to an area);
 facilitated, where moderate planning or council land changes could be used to promote and assist
desired development outcomes (e.g. re-zoning, improvements to existing amenity); or
 market-driven, where investment by the private sector is independent and driving outcomes.
The MAA assesses each precinct within the FBURA investigation area under each of the three transport
scenarios. The precincts are then re-assessed for the infrastructure delivery times and location options at
different years to understand the degree of change that may occur. This shift in employment and land use
(amongst other factors investigated) are considered in the context of surrounding peri-CBD precincts (e.g.
Southbank and Docklands) to understand impact on distribution and net impact for the FBURA
investigation area.
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3 Context Assessment
3.1

Introduction

In 2012 the Minister for Planning announced the rezoning of approximately 244 hectares of land located
within the Port Melbourne area from industrial and commercial zoning to Capital City Zone (CCZ). This
reflected the area being identified as an urban renewal priority, and was referred to as the Fishermans
Bend Urban Renewal Area (FBURA). In 2015 the Victorian government included an additional 230
hectares to the priority area, to be kept as an exclusively employment area. The Employment Precinct
remains a combination of the industrial, commercial and public use zones.
The FBURA represents a key strategic employment asset for Melbourne will be land for new space for
office, retail, education, health and entertainment, located approximately 2km south-west of the CBD, and
has immediate access to the Monash, Westgate and CityLink freeways. The renewed Vision for the
Fisherman Bend Urban Renewal Area is to create a mixed use suburb of five unique neighbourhoods that
support Melbourne’s growing population and employment demands.
Historically the land has predominantly been used for heavy and light industrial uses, manufacturing,
warehousing and freight uses. This was largely driven by the close proximity to major transport arteries
supporting a freight network, and the Port of Melbourne. The site represents high quality industrial land,
being central, freight accessible, and close to the CBD. This has resulted in a relatively higher rental price
for industrial land. As such the industrial and commercial history of the site was considered an
underutilization of a key asset for the city.
The existing framework for development identifies five distinct precincts, which are described in detail
below.
Upon rezoning the 2012, developer interest in the area significantly increased as evidenced by the rise in
development permit applications and approvals. This has partially translated into rising land values.
Approved permits and permits under consideration (for development) are summarised in Table 8. It shows
that the level of permits issued or potentially issued would constitute a significant portion of the future
residential development for Lorimer and Montague precincts (88 per cent and 84 per cent respectively)
and nearly a third for development in Wirraway at 2051. The density of proposed development would be
much higher than projected under any of the scenarios. Much of the Montague development permits date
from when an underground station was proposed for the precinct as part of the Melbourne Rail Link
project (the alternative route to the Melbourne Metro).
Table 8: Planning permits approved and under consideration (2012 - 2017)

Approved/Issued
Under Assessment
Total
% of total
estimated 2051
GFA*

Employment
39,144
0
39,144
3%

GFA (sqm)
Lorimer
Montague
109,752
423,863
446,087
396,114
555,839
819,977
88%

84%

Sandridge
145,926
0
145,926

Wirraway
86,754
154,328
241,082

6%

32%

Total
805,439
996,529
1,801,968

Source: City of Port Phillip (June 2017)
* The total estimated 2051 GFA is taken from the results of our Base Case analysis as described in Section 4.2.1.

The applied and approved permits show that significant development interest has been shown in the
Lorimer and Montague precincts that are closest to the CBD and already have public transport access. The
low level of activity in the Employment Precinct is primarily a result of the precinct only being included in
the FBURA in 2015.
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Government interventions
State Governments have taken a number of steps to promote the urban renewal of Fishermans Bend since
it was first declared an urban renewal area in 2012. These are listed in Table 9 below.
Table 9: Government interventions applied in Fishermans Bend
Intervention
Planning

Description
Rezoning the area to Capital City Zone – provides the market with flexibility to
develop according to ‘highest and best use’.
The Minister for Planning is the Responsible Authority for projects above a
threshold size/value.
Development of several Framework Plans to complement the statutory planning
controls, including expansion of the area to include the Employment precinct. A
revised Strategic Framework Plan is to be released for discussion to be
incorporated into City of Port Phillip and City of Melbourne planning schemes.
Revised urban design guidelines and new height controls are to replace current
interim measures.
DCP overlay requiring developers to pay for a suite of local infrastructure
investments.

Amenity and
community facilities
Transport
Employment

Building of a new primary school and park in Ferrars Street, Montague (to be
completed for the 2018 school year).
Funding for improved bike networks in Fishermans Bend. Other transport plans
have been planned or mooted but have not proceeded.
Acquisition of the 37.7 hectare GMH site in the Employment Precinct in
September 2016. Strategically located for redevelopment as a mixed
employment precinct potentially including design, engineering, technology and
education/research.

These interventions listed above have been identified as necessary to deliver the Government’s vision for
Fishermans Bend. Other future interventions are likely to be announced once the planning framework is
finalised. Uncertainty remains around the scale, timing and funding of the infrastructure.

3.2

Access and connectivity

The FBURA is located on a peninsula surrounded on three sides by water, with the Yarra River to its north
and west/south-west and the bay to its south. This natural geographic isolation is reinforced by poor
connectivity and access. While the Westgate Freeway provides good east-west connectivity to the rest of
Melbourne it is congested during the peak periods and there are limited access points to this road from
Fishermans Bend. Additionally, these spots are becoming points of congestion, bottlenecks affecting the
functional capacity of the road network in Fishermans Bend. Access to the CBD is limited to three direct
routes – Montague/Lorimer Streets connecting into Charles Grimes Bridge, City Road onto
Queensbridge/William Street and Normanby Road connecting into Clarendon Street/Spencer Street.
Montague is the best connected of the precincts with two well serviced trams providing excellent public
transport accessibility. Given the areas strategic value in servicing the port and freight services, it is
important for the economic efficiency of the area to ensure that additional population density does not
contribute to worsened congestion.
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Reports reviewed for this analysis6 identified the scale and timing of development in the area to be
sensitive to the role of transport infrastructure in the area. Specifically the timing of transport
infrastructure, the type (heavy or tram) and the alignment.
PwC’s review of the road and traffic reports leads to the view that some of the roads in the network are
currently approaching capacity. This is most notable for the Normanby Road / Montague Street and City
Road / Montague Street intersections within the Montague precinct in the peak periods. The main driver of
the current traffic congestion relates to through-traffic, which represents approximately 81% of total traffic
in the area (based on studies in 2013). Unless alternative routes are provided this through traffic could be
expected to increase in proportion to Melbourne’s general growth.
PwC has assessed potential trip generation in Fishermans Bend based on projected dwelling and
employment growth under a “sustainable transport scenario”. This has provided a view of local trip
generation but has not taken into account the impact of through traffic and vehicle numbers at key
intersections. A broader traffic analysis that would be able to isolate through traffic in each of the precincts
beyond 2017 is outside of the scope of this engagement. Therefore, we are unable to provide specific results
on whether the road network in a particular precinct would or would not be worse in 2051 than it is today.
However, PwC notes that current local traffic within the area is generated by an employment profile that
would not exist at 2051, as the FBURA transitions to a residential and mixed-use area with only the
Employment Precinct retaining industrial type employment opportunities. As such the local trips
generated would be significantly different in character (e.g. higher proportion of trips occurring during the
AM peak with shift from industrial to commercial / office employment) and quantum (e.g. higher number
of overall trips with changes in employment and residential density mix in the precincts) in 2051.
The information made available for our review indicates that additional pressure would be placed on the
existing road network over the span of the study period to 2051, even if sustainable transport targets are
achieved, whereby only 20 per cent of total trips would be by private vehicle.
Future road vehicle numbers in Fishermans Bend would be influenced by the following key factors:
 The natural geography of the FBURA as a peninsula means there are limited road entry and exit points
to the FBURA creating bottlenecks.
 Proposed transport hierarchy described in the Vision prioritises active and public transport over private
vehicle traffic. This will serve to reduce traffic throughput and increase the potential for congestion,
particularly at intersections, in absence of any changes to the road network design.
 Reallocation of the road corridor for use as pedestrian and cycling paths and public transport lanes
would reduce the available road space for private vehicles, potentially reducing lanes, road capacity and
speed limits on roads.
 Potential spill-over effects to other modes where the public transport (read tram) capacity is insufficient
to meet the projected 40 per cent of the trip mode share, thereby increasing the pressure on roads.
 Potential significant increases in freight traffic as Webb Dock increases in strategic importance for port
functions – this will most notably impact the access ramps to the Westgate Freeway.
Under the Vision for the FBURA the aspiration is that by 2051 only 20% of all trips would be by private
vehicle – this is in contrast to the estimated 90% current mode share, primarily driven by lack of
alternative options. This reduction in local private vehicle mode share could mitigate some of the impact of
the additional total trips that would occur as population and employment growth occurs. However, these

6 Provided by the City of Port Phillip. See Appendix A.
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initiatives by the FBURA would primarily impact local workers and residents, and through traffic would be
expected to be unaffected and remain at the current mode share level.

3.3

Existing strategies, policies and plans

Plan Melbourne
Plan Melbourne is the current strategic planning document that addresses the next 33 years of urban
development to 2050 for Greater Metropolitan Melbourne. The document specifically addresses issues
around population growth and its associated housing, employment, transport and social challenges,
climate change adaptation, and maintaining and growing Melbourne’s status as a globally recognised
liveable city.
The document seeks to address these challenges by encouraging population and employment densification
and improving the use of inner city land, rather than continuing Melbourne’s urban sprawl. In doing this it
has identified several inner city locations for urban renewal in order to accommodate this growth. These
areas include Fishermans Bend, E-Gate, Dynon, Arden Macaulay, Federation Square East and Richmond
Station/Cremorne.
These renewal areas are identified to serve as an extension of the Inner Metro Region, that will help to
support the existing CBD serving government, business, tourism, social, cultural and recreational
functions. These areas will be key competitors for the FBURA in terms of residential and employment
attractiveness, and their parallel development and outlook will have significant effects on the ability to
achieve the FBURA Vision.
Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP)
The IMAP is a strategic partnership between several Inner Metropolitan Melbourne Councils, including the
City of Port Phillip, City of Melbourne, City of Yarra, City of Stonnington and City of Maribyrnong. The
document addresses the inner city development from 2016 – 2026 in order to promote the city’s liveability,
and address challenges identified for the wider Melbourne forecast growth, discussed above. This includes
the provision of key social and transport infrastructure, promoting and implementing sustainability
strategies, providing employment and homes, and protecting existing heritage and urban character to
support and intense and mixed-use city in the future.
Amongst other inner city locations, IMAP identifies Fishermans Bend as an area that will be a specialist
economic cluster for Creative Industries, Urban Manufacturing, Advanced Manufacturing, and Finance
and Professional Services, provide transport infrastructure to support population and employment growth
and provide connectivity, and be responsive to climate change in the midst of increasing flood risk.
As in Plan Melbourne, the document identifies several other urban renewal areas whose development will
be critically linked to the ability to achieve the FBURA Vision. These areas include Fishermans Bend, EGate, Southbank, Docklands, City North and Arden-Macaulay, St Kilda Road, South Yarra and Footscray.
Fishermans Bend Visions & Interim Controls
The Fishermans Bend Vision (Recast) 2016 details the development outcome and strategic goals of the
Fishermans Bend renewal project at 2050. This Recast version is an amended update to the previous 2013
provision which did not include the Employment Precinct. Amongst other comments that prompted the
revision, public feedback wanted the Vision to place a greater emphasis on a strong transport network. The
document addresses the FBURA at 2050 that accommodates 80,000 residents and 60,000 jobs. Amongst
other strategies, the Vision identifies integrated planning of transport, land use and density as key to
delivering a walkable, vibrant and prosperous neighbourhood. The Vision prioritises sustainable forms of
transport – walking, cycling and public transport, with the aspiration that these modes would account for
80 per cent of all trips within the precinct. Provision of public transport infrastructure is central to this, as
part of creating a connected and integrated transport network that discourages private vehicle use.
The Vision also calls out the timing of infrastructure, noting that the early delivery of catalyst projects, and
coordinated staging of delivery, would support the development of Fishermans Bend and transition of
existing industry. It defines this transport infrastructure as a mix of high frequency buses, trams and an
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underground rail line connecting the suburb with the CBD, the Domain interchange and Port of
Melbourne.
For the Sandridge, Wirraway, Lorimer and Employment Precincts, no further documents have been
publicly released regarding planning strategy, framework or controls. PwC is aware that these are currently
in progress.
A structure plan was released for the Montague Precinct in 2012 that provides a planning framework that
broadly aligns with the Vision and concept outlined in the Fishermans Bend Vision, released in the
following year. This envisioned a community neighbourhood with a strong local identity, environmentally
friendly and highly connected. It describes a high density mixed use area supporting 25,000 residents by
2031 (10,070 in current forecasts) and 14,000 workers (3,540 in current forecast). The current Vision for
the suburb differs in that density has been reduced and the higher density residential and commercial core
area would now occur in the Sandridge precinct.
Interim and proposed planning controls (Floor Area Ratios (FAR)) as at September 2017 has been shown
in Figure 14. Note that these are only interim controls, and would be superseded by the iteration of the
Framework for public distribution.
Figure 14: Interim FAR - Residential and Minimum Commercial

Source: PwC internally generated map (2017) based on City of Port Phillip data (September 2017)

3.4

Inner Melbourne Development

Melbourne is in the midst of a population growth driven demographic shift. This will reshape the urban
form of the wider Melbourne region and present opportunities for capitalising on this if managed
appropriately. Our study does not consider the role that the Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area in
relation to other CBD fringe areas or how its development could impact on this new stage of central city
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expansion. Indirectly, consideration of the transport options and timing could be used to inform how
Fishermans Bend could be best positioned to take advantage of these opportunities.
Melbourne’s population over the next 30 years is projected to grow by 3.4 million to a total population of
7.9 million people. With this growth, demand is rising and becoming more critical for inner City
alternatives that can accommodate the growth – key regions identified by the Inner Melbourne Action Plan
to accommodate this growth includes the City of Port Phillip, the City of Stonnington, the City of Yarra and
the Maribyrnong City Council. For the City of Port Phillip, the FBURA will be key to unlocking the potential
of this growth, amongst other key activation precincts in the area, and aligns with the State’s Plan
Melbourne to encourage density over sprawl.
The office market in central Melbourne is currently segmented, with established markets in Docklands,
CBD, Parkville/Carlton, Southbank and St Kilda Road. There is sufficient land supply across these markets
to meet demand for office space over the short to medium term.
Over the past ten years, annual net supply in the central Melbourne office market has fallen from an
average of around 100,000 square metres per year to around 85,000 square metres. While “the supply
pipeline remains below that of the 15 year average for the next two years, nearly 300,000 square metres is
forecast to hit the market from 2020 (Savills Research (Victoria), Briefing Melbourne CBD Office, August
2017).
In recent years, residential developments in the CBD have grown much faster than office space, including
several instances of residential conversions of office space. This means that residential development has
been the ‘highest and best’ use, which is also reflected in the fringe areas. This trend has been reflected in
the population growth rates and increasing densities noted within fringe areas, as shown in Table 10.
Table 10: Recent population growth in fringe CBD areas

Docklands
Southbank
Melbourne
South Melbourne

Average annual
population growth %
2006-2011
2011-2016
8%
11%
4%
9%
7%
10%
1%
2%

Population Density
(per hectare)
2006
2011
2016
22
33
58
62
77
118
85
121
207
39
42
46

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006-16 census dates)

In summary, the supply of residential and office space in Fishermans Bend will be influenced by what
happens in the CBD and other CBD fringe markets.
Docklands example
Since the early 2000’s Melbourne Docklands, a prime urban renewal area that was formerly port and
railway land, has captured a significant percentage of commercial growth (growing from 186,000 square
metres of office in 2006 to 784,000 square metres in 2016). It currently has a workforce of 58,000 (2016
Docklands CLUE Report), which will grow to 80,000 on completion (Docklands website). Growth in
Docklands has capitalised on:
 Changed demand patterns for larger floor plates to meet new work patterns;
 Proximity to the CBD;
 Transport infrastructure through proximity to Southern Cross Station and a network of tram
extensions;
 Lower land prices than the CBD; and
 Waterfront location.
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Market-Led Development in Non-Core Areas
Concurrent to those areas discussed above that have been a focus of state and local level strategic planning
and development, several other ‘non-core’ areas have rapidly and densely developed on the back of market
driven growth. Areas including Collingwood, East Brunswick and Forest Hill (in South Yarra) appear to
have undergone an urban regeneration of their own in recent years, despite not receiving the same weight
of attention as those aforementioned urban renewal areas. This is evidenced by the growth in population
and building approval figures over the last five years, shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Areas of market-led growth
Population
ABS Statistical Area (Level 2)

2011

2016

East Brunswick

8,966

Collingwood
South Yarra - East (Forest Hill)

Average dwelling approvals

11,766

5-year
growth
31%

3 years to
2013
756

3 years to
2016
820

Average
Growth
8%

6,867

9,144

33%

118

350

197%

15,778

22,677

44%

524

553

79%

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006-16 census dates)

These suburbs demonstrate that market interest is not only created from government intervention, but is
one of a multitude of factors that lead to the successful urban renewal of a given location. Development has
occurred here as a result of high market appeal, a function of connectivity to the CBD and other areas of
employment, high degree of liveability, and existing high levels of amenity.

3.5

FBURA Precincts

The FBURA precincts span two local government areas (LGA) in City of Melbourne and City of Port Phillip.
Furthermore, the area is also subject to State Government policy (specifically DELWP), which identifies the
area as being of State significance. Other relevant government bodies include the Victorian Planning
Authority and Ministerial Advisory Committee for Fishermans Bend.

3.5.1 Montague Precinct
This 43 hectare precinct is characterized by a mix of small and mid-sized single and double storey
buildings, with an average lot size of 700 m2. The heritage overlay for the precinct shows a small number of
scattered blocks under heritage controls. Over the past five years the area has begun a shift from being
largely occupied by warehousing and low-quality office stock, to regeneration as a high density mixed use
precinct. Regeneration is still in it’s infancy with majority of developments not progressed beyond planning
approval (see Table 8). The precinct currently has walkable access to public transport (109 and 96 tram
routes) that enables connectivity with the South Melbourne, Port Melbourne and CBD areas. Development
in the area is progressing slowly and would continue to be driven by market led factors such as apartment
demand, improvements to the local amenity of the area and proximity to the CBD. Montague currently
support a high concentration of Melbourne’s creative industries –redevelopment may displace some of
those that are located in the precinct on the basis of low cost rent. However, improved amenity through
creation of a vital mixed-use neighbourhood may help to retain this quality.
A primary school, supporting community services (including a library, public space, multipurpose function
spaces), and new park space is under construction in the precinct.

3.5.2 Lorimer Precinct
This 25 hectare precinct was initially identified as purely a business hub, but the most recent FBURA
Framework has identified the area as being a mixed-use, medium-density precinct likened to the current
Yarra’s Edge Precinct of the Docklands, located immediately north. The area has strong connectivity
potential with the Docklands, CBD and the planned Employment Precinct within Fishermans Bend.
Existing building stock is primarily two-storey, aged office buildings. There are no sites listed under
heritage in the precinct.
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Development in the precinct remained relatively stagnant for several years, and has begun to regenerate,
driven by market forces. Future land use would be a mix of creative office space, retail, and community
services, but primarily higher density residential. The area lacks public transport access. However, it has
been recommended that the area would be better serviced by road linkage upgrades to the freeway
network.

3.5.3 Sandridge Precinct
The 86 hectare precinct is currently primarily occupied by light industrial and commercial uses with an
average lot size of 4,400 m2. The heritage overlay for the precinct shows a small number of scattered blocks
under heritage controls. This precinct has been identified as a future location for major business and office
use, with medium and high rise residential developments and supporting retail and community services.
This potential would be realised as land in other CBD adjacent areas becomes scarcer and land values
increase in response to demand.
Existing public transport is beyond a walking distance for most of the precinct to access South Melbourne
and Port Melbourne. CBD access is considered insufficient by the prevailing studies. All state that the
timing and scale of the development in this precinct relies on improved accessibility via public transport.
The precinct also include existing public open space in the Port Melbourne Football Club.

3.5.4 Wirraway Precinct
The 94 hectare precinct is primarily used for light and heavy industry. The heritage overlay for the precinct
shows a small number of scattered blocks under heritage controls. The precinct also includes existing parks
and open space in JL Murphy Reserve. The area is envisioned as a mixed-use area, to provide a low to
medium rise residential community and neighbourhood convenience retail and food and beverage with
supporting relevant community facilities, with the core area along Plummer Street.
Development in this precinct is expected to be driven by market led investment from 2020. Southern edge
of the precinct has limited access to public transport (bus), connecting with South Melbourne and Port
Melbourne, with no access for northern section of the precinct. CBD connectivity is not critical to the
success of the precinct as its function is primarily retail and residential, and not commercial.

3.5.5 Employment Precinct (added in 2015)
The Employment Precinct is a 230 hectare area that was added to the Fishermans Bend area in 2015, and
included in the recast Vision published in 2016. The precinct is zoned as commercial and industrial with no
residential uses, and no specific height restrictions, and would capitalise on the existing commercial
activity in the area, as well as provide an opportunity to transition to an advanced manufacturing, research
and technology hub. This would be achieved through the existing competitive advantage the area has over
other industrial precincts, due to its proximity to the CBD, Port of Melbourne and major road arteries.
There are no heritage sites within the precinct. The precinct also includes the Westgate Park, which
provides 38.1 hectare of green public space. The Victorian Government has announced plans to increase
this by four hectares to accommodate growing demand for space from the urban renewal.
Currently there is little access to public transport, and the existing workforce use private vehicle as the
primary mode of transport. In addition to private vehicle use, the road network in the Precinct
accommodates high levels of truck traffic that service the area’s industrial and port related activities.
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Literature Review

3.6.1 Fishermans Bend Studies
Leading up to the 2012 rezoning of the Fishermans Bend area, and following, a series of studies have been
commissioned to assess and guide the future development of the FBURA. PwC has summarised the key
messages of the studies that we have identified as being relevant to our analysis, including their
assumptions around transport delivery, and key information we have used to inform our work (where
applicable). PwC has also detailed those studies that have provided a recommendation or position on
public transport.
 Planning & Economic Development Strategy (Charter Keck Cramer & Hansen, 2010) – Study
identified key economic and business development opportunities to retain and attract business, and
recognises poor accessibility by public transport a limiting factor. Also identified that a strategy needs to
be implemented to manage the change in industry profile as automotive and aviation manufacturing
businesses decline.
 Economic & Employment Study (SGS, 2012) – Study identifies a number of emerging industry types
that could likely be based in Fishermans Bend, as well as the current industry types expected to decline
as the area develops. Estimates a staged development of Montague > Lorimer > Wirraway > Sandridge.
Report assumes the provision of tram and bus transport to Sandridge and Wirraway, however timing is
not specified. PwC has used data from study on the existing land use and industry profile for the site
area (at the time of the study this excluded the Employment Precinct), as well as assumptions around
likely emerging industry types. Demand for services (community, health and education) would rise
simultaneously with growth of residents in the area.
 Real Estate Market Assessment (Macroplan Dimasi, 2013) – Report provides a current and forecast
estimate on land value and GFA for industry and residential, based on assumptions of what current
market demand could deliver. The study area is expected to capitalise on scarcity of space in CBD that is
projected to occur from 2020, increasing the attractiveness of CBD-fringe office space. We note that
whilst this is relevant, it is outdated. The study notes that it expects the market to lead development in
Wirraway, Lorimer and Montague, and Sandridge to be driven by public transport delivery at 2020.
 Collins Street Tram Extension (AECOM, 2014) – Details economic feasibility and design options for a
number of tram delivery alternatives to Sandridge and Wirraway– specifically a tram extension from
Collins St with a bridge crossing the Yarra River and the Westgate Freeway, or an extension of the 109
Tram from South Melbourne into the area. Report favours the provision of the Collins St extension
option, which would stimulate the development in Lorimer, as well as Montague, Sandridge and
Wirraway. Landowners were consulted and made the following key points:
1. The overriding objective is to have certainty of tram delivery and its timing.
2. Preference was for a direct tram option.
3. Delivery of a tram would be likely to be a catalyst to development. With the delivery being
brought forward, this would result in increased certainty over the preferred option.
 Business Audit and Directions Study (Essential Economics & CKC, 2014) – Study provides an audit of
the existing land use and employment/business profile of the FBURA (excluding Employment Precinct,
not yet announced), and the challenges and opportunities in achieving the initial forecast employment
and population (estimated at 40,000 and 80,000 at date of study). Study notes that a key threat to
development is a failure to deliver public transport and other key infrastructure in a timely manner, and
may hamper development and investment. Reference to public transport is in regard to the Collins St
extension previously recommended. Study notes that the business profile will likely shift significantly as
development and increasing rental prices displace existing businesses located there on the basis of
affordability.
 Improving Access to Fishermans Bend (SGS, 2015) – Outlines benefits and disbenefits of various tram
options from the perspective of the City of Melbourne. Updated previous assumptions in that FBURA
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will benefit from CBD capacity which will occur around 2024, and with provision of transport can
become an extension of the CBD.
 Montague Transport Capacity Demand Management Analysis (GHD, 2013) – The study was an initial
effort to understand the potential scale of impact of population growth and redevelopment on the
existing transport network, and inform what land use, built form and transport measures need to be
implemented to achieve the precinct Vision of the Montague Precinct Structure Plan. The study
identified that the arterial road network (Montague St, Normanby St, City Rd) would be over capacity in
all scenarios modelled due to signalised intersection capacity, and local road networks being slightly
above capacity (Gladstone St, Buckhurst St, Thistlethwaite St). Tram routes to the Montague Precinct
would likely also be over capacity. We note, however, that the lowest density scenario modelled in the
GHD report assumes a higher density of dwellings and commercial activity than in the PwC Base Case
forecast.
PwC has excluded from this discussion other documents that have been reviewed in greater detail
elsewhere, such as the DELWP population and demographics forecast information and assumptions
discussed in Section 2.2.

3.6.2 Case Studies
As part of the analysis we have reviewed case studies provided to us by the CoPP, listed in Appendix A.
These case studies broadly discussed the ability of public transport as an urban planning tool to deliver
improved development outcomes. They were a variety of retrospective and prospective studies, theory
based and empirically based, for both train and tram infrastructure. Case studies tended to reflect
regeneration projects for brownfield development that were transitioning from an industrial history as a
port or harbor, or advantageously located employment sectors that were not being fully realized.
PwC has summarised some of the key evidence found in these studies below. This is qualified by an
understanding that the success of urban renewal projects is a function of a multiple factors: with public
transport being just one of them. The studies emphasized that whilst the transport was considered critical
to the success of the regeneration discussed, it was difficult and complex to isolate the effect of transport
from the wider plan.
 CrossRail, London - project was anticipated to contribute to the creation of 55,000 jobs, 57,000 homes,
and increase property value 2.5%.
 Strasbourg, France – an integrated, multimodal implementation of trams that increased economic
activity (primarily through increased retail footfall) and social inclusion, and reduced congestion. The
tram also resulted in land value uplift, with office rents being 10-15% higher than comparable cities after
the tram implementation. The success of this project was largely accredited to the successful integration
of the tram system with the wider transport network, and strong coordination of multiple levels of
governance.
 Stockholm, Sweden – Sjostad was a brownfield harbour redevelopment site. The study notes that the
regeneration of the area benefitted from a comprehensive public infrastructure base, specifically
tramways, district heating and waste systems. The early delivery of this stimulated the market for
residential development.
 Metrolink, Manchester – study area consisted of employment sectors primarily accessible by private
vehicle. Research for the project forecast unabated congestion would put up to future 30,000 jobs at
risk, lost to competing employment areas.
From our review we have identified the following noteworthy consistencies of public transport provision in
urban regeneration areas, and their effects on development and economic activity.
 Public transport systems were not independently successful, but successful as being integrated with the
wider public transport network and strategy for the surrounding area, as well as being part of a strong
overall development framework for the urban renewal area;
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 Trams were the preferred form of public transport upgrades, driving the amenity conditions that
contribute to high-quality mixed use environments, with a high level of pedestrian activity. Buses were
typically considered a short term solution that had capacity limitations, and trains a capacity solution
that would have a high cost and disruption before the benefits could be realised;
 Economic benefits of improved public transport access were realized in the form of:
◦

Agglomeration or clustering effect – businesses generally became more productive as being part of
clusters where face-to-face interaction, and general connectivity with other businesses was available.
These clusters tend to form in business precincts with strong accessibility to public transport;

◦

Movement to more productive employment – this refers to increased productivity that occurs as a
result of public transport access increasing the worker catchment for the area, and consequently
getting more workers that are better matched to the work. This results in an overall increase in
productivity; and

◦

Property value increases – this was noted in respect of residential property increases and rental
increases. This relationship is generally driven by improved public transport access attracting higher
business and individual incomes, resulting in more expensive residential property and office rent, and
an overall inflationary impact on property prices and rent.

 The provision of transport and creation of these benefits will make the area a more thriving business
environment and attractive for inward business investment;
 Public transport improved worker and resident amenity, making the area more attractive to residents
and local workers, contributing to housing price increases;
 Increasing overall street vitality, not only in land value and productivity, but in number of diverse retail
and hospitality businesses in the area that create for vitality and attractiveness of the area;
 The delivery of trams was a symbolic gesture that boosted the overall attractiveness of the area and
created market appeal lead outcomes as a result;
 Public transport access was often most effective when revitalizing areas of advantageous strategic
location that had previously been underutilized in terms of their productive capacity, and were subject
to suffer from future density and congestion; and
 Whilst not necessarily impacting the wider regional scale of development and jobs created, poor public
transport access and infrastructure was a constraint on the immediate transport catchment area, and
would result in the transfer of jobs to other areas. In some cases this translated to reduced overall
economic benefit where jobs were transferred to less productive areas.
The learnings from these studies will help to inform our qualitative analysis that will refine the quantitative
analysis to best reflect the local conditions and known impacts of public transport intervention in
regeneration and employment areas.
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4 Results
4.1

Introduction

PwC has modelled each scenario at the precinct scale to determine the impact of the transport delivery
options on the scale of development, land use changes and mode share changes. The key outputs of our
analysis include:
1

Quantitative analysis



Projection of total jobs, dwellings and population by precinct at 2051;



Job density, population density, population per dwelling by precinct at 2051;



Year-on-year growth profile of jobs and population by precinct;



Current and projected industry profile by precinct (the proportionate distribution of jobs across
industries);



Building typology (residential, employment) and GFA per employee demand based on current and
projected industry profile; and



Public transport utilisation assessment.

2

Qualitative assessment

 Market Attractiveness Assessment; and
 Real estate market analysis.
A number of general development principles have been applied to the real estate market analysis under the
three different scenarios:
 Mixed use residential development to occur in areas with greatest amenity and access to public
transport.
 The presence of transport in the precinct allows for the urban regeneration to occur in a planned and
controlled approach, whereby the availability of sites in the market responds to opportunities which
leverage off the transport infrastructure, rather than as a response to development just based on the
site’s highest and best use (without transport).
 New developments will arise near established precincts where they can leverage off existing residential
or commercial uses should the transport infrastructure not be available.
 Market conditions will dictate the density the private sector will look to develop. Large freehold sites
similar to those available in Fishermans Bend are scarce in suburbs located in close proximity to the
CBD and represent an opportunity to have more planned outcomes.
 Early delivery of tram infrastructure will provide public transport access into the precincts which will
attract greater commercial activity. Greater commercial activity will progress the urban regeneration of
the precinct and enable more controlled precinct development that is responsive to infrastructure rather
than be reactive development, which just responds to other developments in the area.
 Early delivery of tram infrastructure will provide greater flexibility for densification when the train
infrastructure is delivered into the precinct. Commercial development allows for future redevelopment
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to incorporate residential, whereas low-medium density residential restricts the opportunity for
redevelopment at a future stage.
These principles help to provide an understanding of the potential urban development outcomes under the
different transport delivery scenarios as described in Section 1.3. Specifically, the results will enable
inferences to be made around built form, scale and land use at 2051, through delivery of transport
infrastructure options. The results of our analysis are detailed below for each scenario in Section 4.2, with
our inferences and conclusions of the results in Section 5.

4.1.1

Barriers and challenges

Uncertainty about the Vision continues to be an issue for Fishermans Bend
Transport and connectivity: There have been a number of transport plans and commitments for
Fishermans Bend, which either have not materialised or are still a long way into the future. For example, an
underground station in the Montague precinct was proposed in 2014 as part of the Melbourne Rail Link
(alternative to the current Melbourne Metro), to be delivered by 2026. At the time this generated a lot of
developer interest and planning approvals within the surrounding area.
A long term (uncommitted) plan (2050) for the Melbourne Metro 2 has two stations in Fishermans Bend
on its way west under the Yarra River. The current draft Framework Plan (October 2017) also identifies
potential station locations.
An extension to the Collins Street tram across the Yarra River and Westgate Freeway had been proposed,
then not and is now also included in the latest draft Framework Plan as a ‘proposed tram route’, but there
has been no commitment by government to the infrastructure link or to a time line.
Planning: The planning framework for Fishermans Bend has changed several times since the initial
rezoning in 2012, from being one that was largely unconstrained to one, that since 2015, is more
constrained with interim height controls and now a FAR, along with new urban design guidelines.
Amenity: While Sandridge and Wirraway are characterised by wide streets and larger lots the level of
amenity given the areas’ prevailing industrial character is low. The only substantial investment in the
precinct in five years has been a soon-to-be completed new primary school and park in the Montague
precinct.
A viable market
While more than 6,500 dwellings have been approved across the whole Fishermans Bend area (between
2012 and 2017) and thousands more are under consideration (in planning), only a small percentage have
been taken to market. And those that have been constructed have been town houses or low level, smaller
apartment blocks. A market for high rise apartments, like in Southbank and Docklands, is still to be
established in Fishermans Bend. Further, a market for commercial development is also to be established,
with no plans approved or under consideration.
In summary, these challenges and barriers, unless overcome, could lead to sub-optimal outcomes in
Fishermans Bend. This would have implications not just for the overall development and character of the
FBURA but for the strategic growth of central Melbourne. The challenge is that other scenarios may
emerge, different to that planned:
1

2

Early development constrains future development. Under this scenario, land holders and
developers proceed with development under prevailing market conditions with existing low levels of
transport infrastructure and amenity. As residential development would represent ‘the highest and
best use’, a continuation of lower level medium density product would be the likely outcome. Sites
developed under this scenario would not be available for higher density, or other uses, at least in the
medium to long term.

The expected mix of uses and height profiles in certain precincts may not be realised.
Mixed use development blends residential, commercial, entertainment, cultural and institutional
uses. When combined with density and walkable accessibility, it approaches the Vision for
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Fishermans Bend. Without the development of office space in FBURA and associated retail, this
would have implications for the future vibrancy of the precinct as well as future levels of
employment, particularly in Sandridge. Without excellent transport connectivity the emergence of a
genuinely mixed use precinct in FBURA would be at risk and the strategic contribution the area
could make to future economic growth of Melbourne would be affected.

4.1.2 Benefits of transport delivery
As part of our context analysis we have reviewed a number of case studies provided to us by the CoPP, as
well as other research. PwC has identified the following key trends and learnings of urban renewal sites and
the impact and timing of catalytic infrastructure.
Whilst there are some clear trends, it should be noted that these studies qualify that the extent that
development and outcomes can be attributed to infrastructure delivery was uncertain. Our review
identified the following historical evidence, and has applied it within our analysis as described below:
 The success of the delivery of transport infrastructure in triggering urban renewal was hinged on the
network being integrated and aligned with the wider transport network. The Fishermans Bend Vision
discusses in depth “Aligning with the refresh of Plan Melbourne, our city plan to 2051: Transport”.
 The success of transport delivery relies on strong governance and project management of the whole
urban renewal project. This will help to provide market confidence in the timely and necessary
infrastructure delivery to invest in the area.
 Public transport delivery typically resulted in urban outcomes in the form of clustering effect, more
productive employment as a result of a wider employee catchment, and increased property values. PwC
has not been able to isolate or model these effects, and should be qualitatively considered in conclusion.
 Public transport proved to be an attraction for both residents and employers, providing additional
amenity as well as contributing to the overall vitality and liveability of the area. PwC has not been able
to quantitatively model this impact, however has included it as a consideration when performing the
Market Attractiveness Assessment. This has also been considered when performing the real estate
market analysis, in that all things being equal, development will typically accumulate in a higher density
and greater land use mix where amenity (not specifically transport infrastructure) exists. On this basis,
the analysis suggests the simultaneous delivery of the Northern and Southern corridor trams would
have an effect on a more even distribution and intensification of the Wirraway area, in line with the
Fishermans Bend Vision.
 Public transport improved the employer competitiveness of the area, attracting better quality and
greater numbers of employees. This has been considered as part of the qualitative market attractiveness
analysis, in considering the projected growth of other fringe CBD employment areas.

4.2

Overall Findings

4.2.1 Scenario 1 – Likely base case
Quantitative analysis
Scenario 1 is identified as the likely Base Case. We compare the Base Case to analyse the changes in
population and employment in the other scenarios. In the Base Case 80,000 population and 80,000 jobs
are projected at 2051 for the Fishermans Bend area, with the staged delivery of transport as described in
Scenario 1. Refer to Section 2.2 for details of the methodology for the assessment of these projections. A
summary of the FBURA at 2051 by precinct is presented in Table 12. The DELWP (2016) projection shows
that while Sandridge would have the largest population at 2051, Montague and Lorimer precincts would
have the highest population density (447 and 480 persons per hectare respectively). Wirraway, on the
other hand, would have a significantly lower density (153 persons per hectare). Lorimer and Montague,
with only 4,000 jobs in total in each precinct, would also have higher job densities compared to Sandridge.
By comparison with other areas of inner Melbourne, outside the CBD, these densities are high.
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Table 12: Base Case (Scenario 1) in 2051 projected outcomes by precinct (totals and density)
Scenario 1
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total

Population

Totals
Dwellings

Jobs

19,200
12,000
34,400
14,400
0
80,000

8,500
5,900
17,400
5,600
0
37,400

4,000
4,000
28,000
4,000
40,000
80,000

Population
Density
447
480
400
153
0
167

Density / ha
Job Density
93
160
326
43
174
167

Persons Per
Dwelling
2.26
2.03
1.98
2.57
0.00
2.14

Source: DELWP (September 2016)

Real estate market analysis
Using the outputs generated by the quantitative analysis, and the projected 2051 industry profiles and
household types, we have estimated the total commercial and residential GFA requirements by precinct.
This has been done by applying the methodology described in Section 2. The results of are shown in Table
13.
Table 13: Base Case: GFA Estimate from population and employment outcomes
Base Case
2051
Lorimer
Montague
Sandridge
Wirraway
Total

GFA (sqm)
Residential
594,000
981,000
1,685,000
698,000
3,958,000

Employment
166,000
166,000
1,145,000
193,000
1,670,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016).
Note: the total GFA for each property category includes car parking, assumed as all above ground.

These estimated GFA requirements have been used to inform our analysis of the real estate market and the
land use and density outcomes that would occur under this scenario.
The development of each precinct responds to existing established uses, amenity and accessibility, which
could result in the following:
 Lorimer
To become a predominantly mixed use residential precinct owing to the surrounding established mixed
use residential development by Mirvac in Docklands. Medium to higher density residential development
would be likely for blocks along Lorimer St with boutique retail frontage on the ground level with food
and beverage offering. The access to tram provides greater opportunity for the development of some
sites within the precinct into integrated mixed use developments, especially in sites near the freeway
where the location is not premium, but in close proximity to the Employment Precinct. High density
mixed use residential/commercial would be likely for all other blocks in Lorimer.
 Wirraway
To become a predominantly mixed use residential precinct due to nearby tram access in the adjacent
Employment Precinct and services that would be provided in the employment precinct. It is likely that
this area will become predominantly low-medium mixed use residential with some of the sites nearer
the port retaining the industrial/commercial uses until the delivery of tram in 2032. At this point the
areas nearest tram access may become mixed use commercial of medium density and height.
Higher density residential and mixed use development would occur adjacent the Employment Precinct
and along Salmon St, as well as adjacent to Sandridge along Graham Street, leveraging off growth in
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employment to the north and to the east. This area would lend itself to student accommodation and
affordable housing for those looking to live in proximity to their work/place of study.
Lower densities would develop as you progress south through the precinct, with the lowest densities
along Williamstown Road.
 Sandridge
To become a predominantly mixed use residential precinct given its proximity to established residential
areas with some blocks retaining existing industrial/commercial use until delivery of tram in 2028. The
later delivery of transport in this middle precinct would impact the development of commercial uses
within the precinct and make it less attractive to the market (i.e. there will be more residential
development and less commercial development).
High density mixed use (residential/commercial) would occur along West Gate Freeway and adjacent to
Montague. Low density residential would be more likely along Williamstown Road.
Later delivery of tram would allow lower density outcomes for areas not bordering higher use areas in
the adjacent precincts, thus limiting future development to higher density uses along the future tram
corridor.
 Montague
The dominant use in this precinct would be residential given its proximity to established residential
areas and access to existing tram networks. Some mixed use would be developed in sites near the
Melbourne Exhibition Centre. Low density residential development would occur on the southern end of
the precinct adjoining South Melbourne. Otherwise there would be high density for all blocks in this
precinct. The streets would be lined with boutique retail, food and beverage, and some small private
offices on the ground level of the developments. The precinct would be underpinned by high quality
developments, parks and tree-lined streets with predominantly young families and professional couples
Note: It is anticipated that there would not be significant change occurring in Montague precinct for
Scenario 2 & Scenario 3 as there would be no change to the Base Case.

Public transport assessment
This is an indicative assessment to understand whether public transport would be able to meet projected
trip demand based on the targeted transport mode share in Fishermans Bend at 2041 and 2051. PwC has
modelled projected trip demand against the transport capacity that would be available under each scenario
(by tram and train only) during peak hour7. PwC has reduced the estimated total of trips that would be
generated in Sandridge, Wirraway, Lorimer and Montague at 2041 and 2051 by 15% to account for
residents that may work within the precincts, to avoid double counting trips. This reduction rate was based
on trip behaviour data in similar urban renewal precincts such as Docklands and Southbank. For the public
transport and private vehicle traffic analysis we have only presented the AM Peak Hour Weekday results
(8am to 9am), as this would represent the time period of most significant demand during any 24 hour
period.
Table 14: Target mode share by precinct (80 per cent of all FBURA trips are by sustainable
transport)
Mode
Public transport
Private transport
Cycling
Walking

Montague
40%
20%
15%
25%

Lorimer
30%
20%
10%
40%

Sandridge

Wirraway

40%
20%
20%
20%

40%
20%
20%
20%

Employment
40%
20%
20%
20%

Source: DELWP Population and Demographics data, April 2017

7 The level of available data did not allow for an analysis that incorporates the direction of trips.
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In the Base Case none of the precincts would have public transport capacity to meet demand for the study
period (2018 – 2051). Some precincts would be at greater risk than others of failing to meet the envisioned
80:20 split between sustainable modes and private vehicle mode.
The northern corridor tram alignment is located within Lorimer and the Employment Precinct and it is
assumed that the two precincts would share tram capacity along this corridor. Both precincts would be the
most affected, as trams would be able to service less than 20% of projected public transport demand by
2041. Some 5,700 trips may need to be attributed to other forms of transport, as they would not be able to
be serviced by trams alone. This situation would only change for the positive with a train line delivered to
the Employment Precinct in 2047.
Figure 15: Base Case: Projected Public Transport demand AM Peak - Employment Precinct
and Lorimer*

At 2041, 5,700
trips would have
to be serviced by
forms of public
transport other
than trams
described in the
Base Case

Source: PwC analysis, partly based on GHD (2014)
*analysis assumes public transport accounts for 40% of trips

The southern corridor tram alignment is located within Sandridge and Wirraway. In these precincts,
assuming 40 per cent public transport mode share, trams would not meet the projected trip demand in the
Base Case. By 2041 approximately 35 per cent of public transport demand could be serviced by tram. The
delivery of train services from 2047 would service all projected public transport trip demand.
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Figure 16: Base Case: Public Transport demand AM Peak – Sandridge and Wirraway*

At 2041, 6,000
trips would
have to be
serviced by
forms of public
transport other
than trams
described in the
Base Case

Source: PwC analysis, partly based on GHD (2014)
*analysis assumes public transport accounts for 40% of trips

Two tram lines currently run through Montague. However, according to the information made available to
PwC for this analysis, the tram lines would not have capacity to take on any passengers from this precinct
as it grows in the future. People in Montague would need to rely on additional forms of public transport to
service demand. Assuming a 40 per cent mode split, the demand for public transport trips in the precinct
would grow to 3,100 trips by 2041 and would decrease slightly to 3,000 in 2051. No new tram or trains are
planned for delivery to Montague in the scenarios within this study.
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4.2.3 Scenario 2 – Early delivery of tram
Quantitative analysis
Under Scenario 2 all tram options would be delivered within five years – as a result the associated
population and employment growth that was noted in the Base Case may occur earlier, and may also result
in an overall increase in populations, dwellings and jobs over the period to 2051. Change in household size
in this precinct is not expected. The new growth profile for jobs and population is represented in Figure 17
and Figure 18 respectively, which shows higher growth earlier as a result of the tram delivery within five
years.
Table 15: Scenario 2 in 2051 outcomes by precinct (totals and density)
Scenario 2
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total
Change from
Base Case –
Scenario 2 at
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total

Population

Totals
Dwellings

Jobs

19,200
12,000
44,900
19,800
0
95,900

8,500
5,900
22,700
7,200
0
44,300

4,000
4,000
28,900
4,100
40,000
81,000

Population

Dwellings

Jobs

Population
Density

Job Density

Persons Per
Dwelling

0
0
10,500
5,400
0
15,900

0
0
5,300
1,600
0
6,900

0
0
900
100
0
1,000

0
0
122
57
0
33

0
0
10
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

Population
Density
447
480
522
211
0
201

Density / ha
Job Density
93
160
336
44
174
169

Persons Per
Dwelling
2.26
2.03
1.98
2.75
0.00
2.16

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

The earlier growth results in an overall increase in population and employment in the FBURA of some
15,900 people and 1,000 jobs by 2051 as shown in Table 15. This increase would occur in Wirraway and
Sandridge, as these are the precincts that would be directly impacted by the earlier delivery of the Southern
Corridor tram. The built form impact of this has been considered below.
Train delivery for the Base Case is the same as Scenario 2, and as a result, there is no impact noted in
relation to train delivery through Sandridge and the Employment Precinct.
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Figure 17: Scenario 2: Year-on-year population growth, 2016 – 2051

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

Figure 18: Scenario 2: Year-on-year employment growth, 2016 - 2051 (PwC Adjusted)

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
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Real estate market analysis
Using the outputs generated by the quantitative analysis, and the projected 2051 industry profiles and
household types, we have estimated the total commercial and residential GFA requirements by precinct.
This has been done by applying the methodology described in Section 2. The results of this conversion are
shown in Table 16.
Table 16: Scenario 2: GFA estimate from population and employment outcomes
Scenario 2
2051
Lorimer
Montague
Sandridge
Wirraway
Total

Residential
594,000
981,000
2,201,000
895,000
4,671,000

GFA (sqm)
Employment
166,000
166,000
1,182,000
199,000
1,713,000

Change from Base Case
Residential
Employment
516,000
197,000
37,000
713,000
43,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
Note: the total GFA for each property category includes car parking.

These estimated GFA requirements have been used to inform our analysis of the real estate market and the
land use and density outcomes that would occur under this scenario.
The most significant changes would occur in the Sandridge and Wirraway precinct owing to the availability
of transport enabling greater commercial office with ancillary retail development. The development of each
precinct would respond to the availability of transport at the time the sites are procured for planning.
 Lorimer
To become a predominantly mixed use residential precinct with boutique retail frontage on the ground
level with food and beverage offering, owing to the surrounding established mixed use residential
development by developers such as Mirvac in Docklands. The access to a tram provides greater
opportunity for the development of some sites within the precinct into integrated mixed use
developments, especially in sites near the freeway where the location is not premium for residential.
 Wirraway
A mixed use low density commercial activity centre would be established near the tram stops. This
scenario offers greater opportunity for density in the precinct owing to the availability of public
transport. Given the low density residential surrounds, medium density residential may be established
in the precinct with some higher density in sites bordering Sandridge and the Employment Precinct.
The blocks adjacent to the tram line at the west end of the precinct and down to Williamstown Rd are
likely to have medium-density mixed uses, with mostly commercial uses on the westernmost blocks.
Blocks north of the JL Murphy Reserve may be limited by height controls to avoid overshadowing the
reserve, this area would see developments with significant ground level activation of retail and food and
beverage for sites facing the park. The footpaths would be deeper and have café seating along the shop
fronts.
All other blocks in the precinct would attract high density mixed use due to the delivery of the rail in the
Employment Precinct and the development intensification in the adjacent Sandridge precinct. We
would expect to see student accommodation and affordable housing in the sites nearer the freeway.
 Sandridge
The predominant use in the heart of the precinct would be mixed use commercial with the outer edges
developing into mixed use residential adjacent to nearby Lorimer and Wirraway precincts.
High density mixed use would be primarily in north and west bordering Lorimer and Wirraway
precincts. High density commercial would be bordering the Montague precinct. Medium density
commercial and mixed use would develop south of the tram corridor to Williamstown Road.
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Public transport assessment
The earlier tram delivery would impact Sandridge and Wirraway by bringing additional public transport
capacity in 2022. The public transport assessment for all other precincts would be unchanged from the
Base Case.
When compared to the Base Case, earlier tram delivery would marginally improve the public transport
capacity provided to Sandridge and Wirraway after 2022 and could help to accelerate the mode shift
transition to the target of 40% of trips by public transport. The increase in population and employment
occurring as a result of the earlier delivery of tram would not be offset by the additional public transport
capacity associated. As a result the share of public transport demand serviced by tram in 2041 would be
30% of public transport trip demand, 5% lower when compared to the Base Case. This may worsen the
mode shift spill-over of excess public transport demand deferring to private vehicle use. By 2051 100% of
the public transport trip demand could be serviced as a result of the delivery of a train in 2047. These
results are shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19: Scenario 2: Public Transport demand AM Peak – Sandridge and Wirraway*

At 2041, 7,400
trips would
have to be
serviced by
forms of
public
transport
other than
trams
described in
Scenario 2

Source: PwC analysis, partly based on GHD (2014)
*analysis assumes public transport accounts for 40% of trips
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4.2.4 Scenario 3 – Early delivery of tram with alternative train route
Quantitative analysis
Under Scenario 3 all tram options are delivered within five years, in line with Scenario 2. As such the
modelling output in relation to tram delivery within five years is the same as shown in Section 4.2.2, with
population and employment increases in Sandridge and Wirraway of 15,900 people and 1,000 jobs.
In Scenario 3 the train connection delivered would be through Sandridge and Wirraway (as opposed to
Sandridge and the Employment Precinct in Scenario 1 & 2). The results of this have been shown in Table 17
and Figure 20 below.
Table 17: Scenario 3 in 2051 outcomes by precinct (totals and density)
Scenario 3
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total
Change from
Base Case –
Scenario 3
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total

Population

Totals
Dwellings

Jobs

19,200
12,000
44,900
20,900
0
97,000

8,500
5,900
22,700
7,500
0
44,600

4,000
4,000
28,900
4,200
39,000
80,100

Population

Dwellings

Jobs

Population
Density

Job Density

Persons Per
Dwelling

0
0
10,500
6,500
0
17,000

0
0
5,300
1,900
0
7,200

0
0
900
200
-1,000
100

0
0
122
69
0
36

0
0
10
2
-4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Population
Density
447
480
522
222
0
203

Density / ha
Job Density
93
160
336
45
170
168

Persons Per
Dwelling
2.26
2.03
1.98
2.79
0.00
2.17

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

The projections in Table 17 show that there would be a population uplift of 17,000 people compared to the
Base Case and 100 additional jobs delivered. The population increase would occur in Sandridge and
Wirraway, as a result of earlier tram delivery, and from the train delivery to Wirraway (instead of the
Employment Precinct as described in the Base Case). The increase in population for Sandridge of 10,500 is
the same as in Scenario 2, as the train would be delivered to this precinct in all Scenarios modelled, and so
there is no change. The Wirraway population increase of 6,500 would represent an increase of 1,100 people
over the outcome in the Scenario 2, driven by sustained annual growth rate from 2047 following the train
delivery to the precinct. This outcome would not occur in Scenario 2.
Compared with the Scenario 2 outcome, Scenario 3 would only increase employment by a net of 100 jobs
(compared to the Base Case). Wirraway would receive a small uplift in jobs from receiving the train.
However, this would be marginal compared to the loss in jobs in the Employment Precinct (1,000) from
not being connected to the train. Sandridge remains unchanged from the Scenario 2 model, as it would
receive a train connection in all scenarios. The uplift in jobs over the Base Case would be from the early
delivery of the tram and would not be associated with the delivery of a train to Wirraway.
The results of the change in transport delivery are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 below. It shows that,
when compared to the Base Case, population growth would be brought forward and employment would be
redistributed with Wirraway gaining and the Employment Precinct losing.
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Figure 20: Scenario 3: Year-on-year population growth, 2016 – 2051

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

Figure 21: Scenario 3: Year-on-year employment growth, 2016 - 2051 (PwC Adjusted)

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

Real estate market analysis
Using the outputs generated by the quantitative analysis, and the projected 2051 industry profiles and
household types, we have been able to estimate the total commercial and residential GFA requirements by
precinct. This has been done by applying the methodology described in Section 2. The results of this
conversion are shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Scenario 3: GFA estimates from population and employment outcomes
Scenario 3
2051
Lorimer
Montague
Sandridge
Wirraway
Total

GFA (sqm)
Residential
Employment
594,000
166,000
981,000
166,000
2,201,000
1,182,000
935,000
203,000
4,711,000
1,717,000

Change from Base Case
Residential
Employment
516,000
37,000
237,000
10,000
753,000
45,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
Note: the total GFA for each property category includes associated car parking GFA.

These estimated GFA requirements have been used to inform our analysis of the real estate market and the
land use and density outcomes that would occur under this scenario.
The most significant change (to the Base Case) would occur in the Sandridge and Wirraway precincts owing
to the availability of transport to enable greater commercial office with ancillary retail development.
Montague, Lorimer and Sandridge would be able to achieve high density development, particularly with a
heavy rail connection to Wirraway.
The development of each precinct responds to the availability of transport at the time the sites are procured
for planning
 Lorimer
To become a predominantly mixed use residential precinct with boutique retail frontage on the ground
level with food and beverage offering, owing to the surrounding established mixed use residential
development by developers such as Mirvac in Docklands. The access to a tram provides greater
opportunity for the development of some sites within the precinct into integrated mixed use
developments, especially in sites near the freeway where the location is not premium for residential.
 Wirraway
A mixed use medium density commercial activity centre established near the available transport
options. Greater integration of commercial, retail and residential in the precinct owing to access to
public transport within the precinct. Potential to have substantial high density mixed use residential
development throughout following availability of train.
Development would be similar to Scenario 2, but with high density mixed use instead of medium
density for the blocks just north of Williamstown Road. Blocks north of the JL Murphy Reserve may be
limited by height controls to avoid overshadowing the reserve, this area would see developments with
significant ground level activation of retail and food and beverage for sites facing the park. The
footpaths would be deeper and have café seating along the shop fronts.
All other blocks in the precinct would attract high density mixed use due to the delivery of the rail and
the development intensification in Sandridge.
 Sandridge
The predominant use in the heart of the precinct would be mixed use commercial with the outer edges
developing into high density mixed use residential and bleeding into the nearby Lorimer, Wirraway and
Montague precincts. The development in this precinct is underpinned by the accessibility to public
transport, where there is a significant level of high density developments which are predominantly
commercial with some mixed use. The ground level activation will be predominantly ancillary services
to cater to the surrounding commercial office uses.

Public transport analysis
For Scenario 3 the train would not have a station in the Employment Precinct and the additional public
transport capacity from 2047 described in the Base Case and Scenario 2 would not be delivered.
Consequently excess trip demand for public transport would continue to grow and potential mode shift
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spill-over effects contribute to congestion on the road network. In 2041, the Lorimer and Employment
Precinct tram capacity would be able to service approximately 36% of the total public transport trip
demand. This would mean about 5,700 trips in excess would need to be serviced by other means. This
public transport service would reduce to 24% of total public transport trip demand in 2051 without the
delivery of a train. Refer to Figure 22.
Figure 22: Scenario 3: Public Transport demand AM Peak - Employment Precinct and
Lorimer*

At 2041,
5,700 trips
would have
to be serviced
by forms of
public
transport
other than
trams
described in
Scenario 3

At 2051, 10,100
trips would have
to be serviced by
forms of public
transport other
than tram and
train described
in Scenario 3

Source: PwC analysis, partly based on GHD (2014)
*analysis assumes public transport accounts for 40% of trips

Under Scenario 3 the alternative train route goes through Sandridge and Wirraway, which would increase
public transport capacity. With the additional train capacity, all public transport trip demand would be
serviced, with an excess of underutilised public transport capacity of approximately 60% from 2047. These
results are shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Scenario 3: Public Transport demand AM Peak – Sandridge and Wirraway*

At 2041, 7,400
trips would
have to be
serviced by
forms of
public
transport
other than
trams
described in
Scenario 3

Source: PwC analysis, partly based on GHD (2014)
*analysis assumes public transport accounts for 40% of trips

4.3

Market Attractiveness Assessment (all Scenarios)

The following assessment provides an overview of the market attractiveness and the availability of
developable land coming into the market over time under the different scenarios for each precinct. It
provides a view of whether the market would be driving growth at different time periods in each precinct or
whether government intervention (e.g. infrastructure investment and policy initiatives) might be required
to drive the outcomes. By implication, there is a risk factor to a precinct if catalytic or facilitated change is
identified but not realised. For further detail about this methodology see Section 2.4.

Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area
Both Montague and Lorimer show similar patterns of market attractiveness and developable land supply.
In both cases residential development would lead first, with the attractiveness for commercial lagging till
the delivery of the tram in 2022 or later. Montague is slightly ahead of Lorimer for residential with
evidence of small developments that have already commenced. Supply of developable residential land is
higher than for commercial presently, but both would be expected to start market-driven growth from
2022 through to 2032. After 2032 supply would start to fall and by 2051 would be reaching capacity.
The Base Case would achieve higher residential market attractiveness than Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 due
to the adjacent precincts of Sandridge and Wirraway becoming relatively more attractive to the market
with the earlier delivery of the tram infrastructure. This would suppress the relative appeal of the adjacent
Montague and Lorimer precincts.
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Figure 24: Market attractiveness assessment - Montague

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

Due to the smaller size of the Lorimer precinct, it is expected that the development capacity for residential
property will be reached sooner than Montague, showing almost no supply of developable residential land
at 2051, particularly in Scenario 2 and the Base Case where a train station would be delivered in the
adjacent Employment precinct. The profile for commercial property would tend to lag the residential
property until around 2032 when residential and commercial development would have similar
development intensity and market attractiveness. Supply of commercial land is expected to be moderate at
2051 as opposed to the residential supply which is expected to reach capacity.
Figure 25: Market attractiveness assessment - Lorimer

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

In the Sandridge precinct there is need for catalytic interventions to drive growth. The effect of bringing
forward delivery of the tram can be observed at 2022 (Scenario 2 and 3) when the market attractiveness for
the precinct increases relative to the Base Case, with developable land becoming available in response to
the improved connectivity of the area. Put another way, the Base Case would not reach the same level of
market attractiveness for another ten years. At 2032 the supply of developable residential land coming into
the market is at its peak in scenarios 2 and 3, and begins to taper off by 2051, though the market
attractiveness continues to increase.
This assessment demonstrates the ability of transport infrastructure to catalyse growth in the market over
time. For commercial property the lag in land supply is not as pronounced as for residential development,
though the difference in market attractiveness between the Base Case, and Scenarios 2 and 3 is still
evident, with the early delivery of the tram improving the appeal in both Scenario 2 and Scenario 3. At
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2051, the market attractiveness of the Sandridge precinct for commercial property would be still growing,
perhaps with spill-over growth from Montague and Lorimer precincts which would be nearing capacity.
Figure 26: Market attractiveness assessment - Sandridge

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

As with Sandridge, Wirraway appears to require a catalysing influence to drive residential growth in the
precinct, shown by the low developable land supply and market attractiveness at 2017. Delivering the tram
at 2022 has a small positive influence on the market attractiveness for residential property, but drives a
strong supply of developable land to 2032. With the delivery of the train into Wirraway in 2047 (Scenario
3), supply of developable land is still high in the precinct compared to Scenario 2 and the Base case. The
additional connectivity from the train also enhances the precinct’s market appeal (Scenario 3).
Without the interventions of early delivery of the tram or the train station in the precinct, the base case
would likely only achieve a market-driven outcome for commercial employment by 2051. While the
residential supply begins to taper in the Base Case and Scenario 2, the delivery of the rail station in
Scenario 3 keeps it in a market-driven position and enhances its appeal relative to Scenario 2 as well
relative to Sandridge.
Figure 27: Market attractiveness assessment - Wirraway

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

There is no residential property projected for the Employment precinct, so the assessment applies only to
employment land and property development. Current appeal and supply indicates a facilitated approach to
stimulating growth, and with the tram delivery at 2022 in all cases, the precinct would reach a level at
which the market can drive growth going forward by 2032. In terms of developable land, this trend
continues through 2051 as more land is unlocked for higher uses. The precinct would still have capacity for
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growth post 2051. However, appeal is slightly higher at 2051 in Scenario 2 where the train station is
delivered in the precinct.
Figure 28: Market attractiveness assessment – Employment Precinct

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

Adjacent Precincts
Several other precincts around Fishermans Bend were examined in terms of market attractiveness and
supply of developable land. These were compared to the FBURA to highlight any implications, or risks, of
not achieving the Vision for the area. These results, from a prior analysis, take a longer time view, which
does not align with the Fishermans Bend analysis. However, the assessment shows the indicative trends
over time, and also include an analysis of historical data.
Arden Macaulay shows a similar trend of catalytic growth and market appeal over time to those observed in
the Fishermans Bend precincts. It is expected to have a new train station delivered by 2026, and to achieve
a market driven profile at some point before 2040, with consistent supply of land for both residential and
commercial uses. However, the increase in supply is not strongly influenced by the increase in market
appeal to 2065. Depending on the scenario, this assessment finds that Fishermans Bend could achieve
similar outcomes to Arden sooner, particularly if tram delivery is brought forward.
Figure 29: Market attractiveness assessment – Arden Macaulay

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

The CBD is, and will continue to be, attractive to the market for both residential and commercial property.
It will remain the prime location for top tier companies and continue to have an appeal for high density
residential market for the foreseeable future to 2065. Fishermans Bend is not likely to attract the same
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calibre of commercial tenant or residential segment, though proximity and transport accessibility to the
CBD employment and amenity would be a strong attraction for companies and residents alike.
Figure 30: Market attractiveness assessment – CBD Central

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

Following the rezoning of industrial land and the establishment of the Docklands Authority to manage
urban renewal in the precinct, catalytic change occurred in Docklands and it continues to have a high
market attractiveness today for both residents and employment. Going forward the land use and
attractiveness is likely to be similar to that of the CBD due to its property profile and the contiguous nature
of the two precincts. Once they reach their useful building life, lower uses will likely be converted to higher
uses (e.g. Costco, Docklands Studios), enabling a continued level of supply for development to 2065,
though perhaps at a lower rate. The proximity and accessibility to Docklands, as with the CBD, would be an
attractor for Fishermans Bend, and a direct connection via tram would be most effective if delivered early.
Figure 31: Market attractiveness assessment – Docklands

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

Bay Street in Port Melbourne is in close proximity to the FBURA, and has seen its market appeal and land
supply grow from 1965. However this growth is expected to plateau as land supply is constrained by land
which is not identified for change, and by 19th and 20th century residential areas under heritage protection.
Though there is a tram nearby, the accessibility of the area would be more limited when compared to the
FBURA with its anticipated tram and train infrastructure. Further, the limited opportunity for
densification would make Fishermans Bend more attractive to future employment and residential growth.
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Figure 32: Market attractiveness assessment – Bay Street (Port Melbourne)

Source: PwC internally generated charts (2017)

This comparison with other precincts shows that the FBURA has strong potential as a fringe CBD
residential employment precinct due to its proximity to Docklands and the CBD. Additionally, this is
enhanced by the availability of land whose use can be easily changed due to the Central City zoning and is
relatively unconstrained with planning controls facilitating higher densities than in many other
surrounding areas. Early delivery of the tram network in Fishermans Bend would have the potential to
change the relative attractiveness of the precinct to bring forward growth in the area. Even with its
advantages, the FBURA would still require catalytic interventions including transport and other urban
renewal initiatives for the market to drive residential and employment growth. The earlier this occurs the
sooner the change in the market attractiveness would take place.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
5.1

The Vision

The Vision for the FBURA describes a new suburb in 2051 that leads the city in high density, mixed use
living. The area is liveable and sustainable, and supports a diverse range of employment. It is highly
connected to key assets including the CBD and the Port of Melbourne, and a strong public transport and
walkability means that only one in five trips would be by private vehicle. The area is made up of five distinct
precincts, and multiple neighbourhoods and core areas that support community facilities, employment and
a unique culture and character.
From our analysis and review of key documents we have inferred a number of key strategic outcomes that
the City of Port Phillip and the Fishermans Bend Taskforce seek to achieve as a result of the urban
redevelopment of the Fishermans Bend suburb. The purpose of this study has been to identify the impacts
of public transport infrastructure delivery, and the timing of this, on future population and employment, as
they affect land use development outcomes. These outcomes include:
 Developing a vibrant and liveable new suburb
 Achieving mode share of 80% sustainable transport
 Sandridge being likened as an extension of the CBD in terms of density of employment
 The Employment Precinct being a hub for advanced manufacturing and other innovative industrial and
technology uses
 Supporting a population of 80,000 residents and 80,000 jobs
 The delivery of catalytic infrastructure to activate urban renewal.

5.2

Summary of findings

We highlight the following key findings for Sandridge and Wirraway from the study results:
 Later delivery of the tram to Wirraway and Sandridge (Base Case scenario) would result in the following
undesirable outcomes:
◦

Uncertainty about the delivery of the tram would leave the market waiting for interventions by
government. Wirraway and Sandridge could require a catalysing influence to drive residential
and commercial growth in the precincts.

◦

The market would dictate development outcomes, and without an anchor provided by tram
infrastructure, there would be less ‘control’ and development would be attracted to locations
closest to existing amenity – this would lead to a greater dispersal of commercial and retail
development and a higher density of development accumulating along the border with the
Employment Precinct.

◦

The proposed level of development planned for the core activity centres along the
Plummer/Fennel Street alignment would be unlikely to be fully realised by this earlier dispersal
of activity. Overall, this would reduce the liveability and vitality from having focused mixed use
activity centres as identified in the Vision.

 Delivery of tram by 2022 and a train to the Employment Precinct by 2047 (under Scenario 2) would
result in an approximately 16,000 additional residents and 1,000 additional jobs at 2051 for the
FBURA. It is expected all of this uplift would be in Sandridge and Wirraway. These impacts would be
from the catalysing influence of the early delivery of the tram infrastructure.
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 Delivery of tram by 2022 and a train to Wirraway by 2047 (under Scenario 3) would result in an
approximately 17,000 additional residents and 100 additional jobs at 2051 for the FBURA. These
impacts would be primarily attributed to the early delivery of tram.
 Our indicative public transport assessment has identified:

5.3

◦

In all scenarios the delivery of tram alone would not provide sufficient public transport capacity
to achieve the 80% sustainable transport target defined in the Vision.

◦

Delivery of a train alignment through Sandridge and the Employment Precinct would provide
service for public transport demand under the 80% sustainable transport target at 2051 (Scenario
1 and 2) – this would not be the case if the train were delivered to Wirraway (Scenario 3).

◦

Insufficient public transport delivery would see a mode shift from public transport creating spillover effects and add pressure to road capacity.

Integrating the results

The key results from the population, dwelling and jobs modelling to 2051 is displayed in Table 19. This
shows the total precinct level impact the timing of tram delivery and train location would have on
population, jobs and their associated density measured. Note that the dwellings increase is a factor of
population growth via household type which we fixed across each scenario and each precinct. This is
reflected in the no change in persons per dwelling under each scenario.
The greatest population uplift in Fishermans Bend would occur under Scenario 3, with an additional
17,000 residents (1,100 over Scenario 2 occurring entirely within Wirraway). The outcome under Scenario
2 would be a 15,900 population uplift from the base case, which would occur across Wirraway and
Sandridge only.
Table 19: Summary of differences from Base Case, by population, dwellings and precinct
Scenario 2
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total

Population

Totals
Dwellings

Jobs

0
0
10,500
5,400
0
15,900

0
0
5,300
1,600
0
6,900

0
0
900
100
0
1,000

Scenario 3
2051
Montague
Lorimer
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment
Total

Population

Totals
Dwellings

Jobs

0
0
10,500
6,500
0
17,000

0
0
5,300
1,900
0
7,200

0
0
900
200
-1,000
100

Density / hectare
Population
Job density Persons per
density
dwelling
0
0
0
0
0
0
122
10
0
57
1
0
0
0
0
33
2
0
Density / hectare
Population
Job density Persons per
density
dwelling
0
0
0
0
0
0
122
10
0
69
2
0
0
-4
0
36
0
0

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

Employment figures, while less significant, also show an increase in both Scenarios 2 and 3 over the base
case, with 1,000 additional jobs arising across the Sandridge and Wirraway precincts under Scenario 2 but
only 100 additional jobs in Scenario 3. Most of the additional jobs would be in Sandridge. Under Scenario
3, the non-delivery of the train to the Employment precinct would result in a significant loss of jobs and
offset job gains in Sandridge and Wirraway.
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Table 19 also shows the changes in population and job density under Scenario 2 and 3 compared to the
Base Case. Sandridge in particular would become a much denser precinct, with an average increase in
density of 122 persons per hectare. The increase in Wirraway would be half that amount, but still
significant. With no population change in the other precincts there would also be no change in density.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the impact to Sandridge of bringing forward the delivery of the tram in the
southern corridor in 2022. Under Scenarios 2 and 3 employment and population growth are brought
forward. Growth does not change but occurs earlier and from a higher base, and as a result total
employment and population for the period to 2051 is higher. For Sandridge the tram and train delivery
timing and location is the same under Scenarios 2 and 3, and as a result there would be no differences
between them. The result that could be expected for these compared to Base Case would be the additional
growth from the period of 2022 to 2028 - 900 additional jobs, and over a twenty year period to 2038, an
additional 10,500 residents.
While the increase in employment would coincide with the delivery of the tram infrastructure to Sandridge,
the increase in population would commence before the delivery of the tram. This outcome would also be
repeated in Wirraway.
Figure 33: Sandridge: Additional year-on-year jobs growth

Additional 900
jobs created over 6
years as driven by
early tram delivery

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
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Figure 34: Sandridge: Additional year-on-year population growth

Additional
10,500
residents
over 20 years
driven by
early tram
delivery

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

The main difference in Wirraway, apart from having a lower uplift in employment and population resulting
from the delivery of the tram, is that there are two change points. One from the delivery of the tram in 2022
(Scenario 2 and 3) and the other from the delivery of the heavy rail in 2047 (Scenario 3 only).
Figure 35 and Figure 36 below show the job and population impacts respectively for the Wirraway Precinct.
The employment impact is low, delivering an additional 200 jobs by 2051 in Scenario 3 and only 100 under
Scenario 2. The impact on population, however, would be more significant, with an additional 5,400
residents in Scenario 2 with the tram in 2022 and a further 1,100 residents in Scenario 3 with the delivery
of the train in 2047. This impact when compared to Sandridge is consistent with the Vision for the suburb
to be a more residential and family oriented precinct.
Figure 35: Wirraway: Additional year-on-year jobs growth

Additional 100 jobs
created over 10 years
driven by early tram
delivery

Additional 100 jobs
created over 5 years
driven by train
delivery

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
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Figure 36: Wirraway: Additional year-on-year population growth
Additional 5,400
residents over 23 years
driven by early tram
delivery

Additional 1,100
residents over 6 years
driven by alternative
train delivery

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

Under Scenarios 1 and 2 the Employment Precinct receives train and tram at the same time and location,
and so no impact on jobs is noted. Under Scenario 3, the train is delivered to Wirraway instead of the
Employment Precinct. This results in a loss of 1,000 jobs in the Employment precinct from 2046 to 2051.
This loss offsets the Scenario 3 employment gains in the Wirraway and Sandridge precincts of 1,100. No
residential zoning is planned for the Employment Precinct, and consequently there are no population
impacts to be considered. This is shown in Figure 37.
Figure 37: Employment Precinct: Additional year-on-year jobs growth

1,000 reduction in jobs
over 5 years driven by
alternative train delivery
to Wirraway

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

The impact of changes to the delivery of heavy rail would also have an impact on transport. In Scenario 3,
public transport capacity in Sandridge/Wirraway (southern tram corridor) would exceed demand in 2051 if
a train were delivered in 2047. The absence of the delivery of heavy rail in Lorimer/Employment (northern
tram corridor) precinct, but more particularly the Employment Precinct, would result in a significant
deficit in public transport capacity and could push people onto the roads and increase the risk of
congestion.
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Over-utilised public transport and indirect spill-over effects to the road network would impair the
accessibility to key parts of Fishermans Bend and could generally be detrimental to employment and
development growth. This could have implications for the density and mix of uses in those areas. This
could also be an investment issue, particularly as accessibility of Fishermans Bend is a factor that the
market would consider when comparing it with other CBD fringe locations. The implication is that further
government intervention to increase the transport capacity of the area would be required. Delivery of the
southern corridor tram route to Sandridge and Wirraway in 2022 would be necessary but not sufficient.
Consideration would need to be given to additional transport options that could deliver additional capacity
earlier, such as earlier delivery of the train.
For Montague and Lorimer there would be no population or employment impact from Scenario 2 or 3 as a
result of the earlier delivery of public transport (when comparing to the base case transport scenario).
Unlike in the Employment Precinct, Sandridge and Wirraway, there would be no major public transport
infrastructure capacity issues in Montague and Lorimer precincts. As such this implies that the market
would lead development in these precincts, and that no further intervention would be required. However
studies to that Montague could face significant congestion issues in the future, which may reduce the
market attractiveness of this area.
PwC has summarised the relative job and population impact of train and tram delivery from the base case
under the different scenarios in.
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Table 20: Summary of differences from Base Case, by public transport type and precinct
Population impact from Base Case
2051
Sandridge
Wirraway

Tram (delivered at 2022)
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
10,500
10,500
5,400
5,400

Train (delivered at 2047)
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
0
0
0
1,100

Jobs impact from Base Case
2051
Sandridge
Wirraway
Employment

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

900
100
0

900
100
0

0
0
0

0
100
-1,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)

5.4

Real estate market analysis

Table 21 shows the difference compared to the base case in the quantum of gross floor area by property
types and the distribution across the five precincts under transport scenarios 2 and 3. The main change
would be in Sandridge and Wirraway. Scenario 2 would result in approximately an additional 643,000m2
to be distributed across the two precincts, and a similar amount in Scenario 3. The increase in GFA is not
just represented by the difference in the number of dwellings as Wirraway has a greater average number of
persons per dwelling and so we have applied a larger average dwelling size to all dwellings. The increased
GFA for Wirraway and Sandridge in Scenarios 2 and 3 would be reflected in a greater density of built form,
which would be heavily skewed to residential.
There is no change in either Lorimer or Montague precincts as there would be no change to the level of
transport accessibility in Scenarios 2 and 3 to the Base Case. The Employment precinct would have less
GFA of around 34,000m2 in Scenario 3 from the a lower level of employment resulting from the station
switching to Wirraway.
Table 21: Scenario 2 & 3 Required GFA impacts (change from Base Case)
Change from Base
Case
2051
Lorimer
Montague
Sandridge
Wirraway
Total

Scenario 2
Residential
516,000
197,000
713,000

Employment
37,000
43,000

Scenario 3
Residential
516,000
237,000
753,000

Employment
37,000
10,000
45,000

Source: PwC internally generated forecasts (2017) based on DELWP data (September 2016)
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Base case
Figure 38: Base Case - Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

Source: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)

Accessibility to public transport is seen as a key driver for office development. Figure 38 takes the GFA
outputs for residential and employment and represents a heatmap of where GFA density will occur in the
Base Case. A market perspective has been applied to distribute the GFA within each precinct, including the
mix between residential and employment uses and a qualitative assessment of the likely height. The
proximity of Lorimer and Montague precincts to the CBD and or existing transport means that they would
be most likely to experience development first. The developments would be characterised by their
sightlines towards the city with tall towers with luxury resident amenities being offered to the market.
Lorimer
Lorimer somewhat of an anomaly. Its proximity to the high density residential precinct of Yarra Waters
(including Victoria Harbour across the Yarra) in Docklands would define development in this precinct.
Lorimer is separated from Docklands by Lorimer Street and is close to the CBD. Land nearest the
Docklands along Lorimer Street would be the prime location with water views and reserved for residential
development. There may be retail, food and beverage and other services at ground floor level of these
residential buildings, but the bulk of employment would be away from the Yarra against the freeway.
Montague
Montague would be largely unaffected by the transport options in this study as it already has access to an
established tram network. However, the location of the tram would be an important factor in driving the
mix and density of development. Development in this precinct would also be defined by its proximity to the
CBD and to South Melbourne. There would be an opportunity for higher density apartments (as has
developed in South Melbourne between Kingsway and St Kilda Road) as well as larger, better quality
apartments that take advantage of the high amenity and services available in the South Melbourne area.
The streets would be lined with boutique retail, food and beverage, and some small private offices on the
ground level of the developments. The precinct would be underpinned by high quality developments, parks
and tree-lined streets with predominantly young families and professional couples.
The amenity created by the school and open space on Ferrars Street would also influence the type of
development in the area, facilitating the development of more family styled units and owner occupiers.
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Residential uses would dominate to the south of the precinct closest to the amenity of South Melbourne.
Apartments in this area would be more medium rise than high rise.
Proximity to the Convention Centre would also be a major factor for development in the north of the
precinct. Mixed use residential would be expected to dominate this area. The highest density in this area
would also be along the freeway. Gladstone Street would have higher commercial uses, whereas Buckhurst
Street would be more mixed use residential with some ground floor services. The amenity created by the
school and open space on Ferrars Street would also influence the type of development in the area,
facilitating the development of more family styled units. Residential uses would dominate to the south of
the precinct closest to the amenity of South Melbourne. Apartments in this area would be more medium
rise than high rise.
Sandridge
Assumptions for development and employment in this scenario would depend on market perceptions of the
level of services and infrastructure available in the precinct. Without public transport infrastructure until
2028, the market would go to ‘highest and best use’ which would be residential. This could become a
constraint to higher density and employment uses developing in the core area because of prior lower
density residential development.
Early employment and residential development would be skewing to established areas and nearest the
Lorimer precinct - around Ingles Street and along the freeway - particularly if pedestrian bridges are
constructed across the freeway into Lorimer precinct. The average height of development would be lower,
the result of lower a level of growth and lack of transport accessibility. Highest density residential uses
would be mainly in the area north of the Fennel / Plummer Street alignment with lower rise residential
towards Williamstown Road. Some industrial blocks could remain unchanged, or at least remain mainly
industrial in character, particularly south of Fennel Street.
Delivery of larger scale commercial development would be delayed until delivery of public transport, but
this could be compromised depending on what development had occurred until then.
Wirraway
The density in Wirraway would be lower than in other precincts, and it would not develop as a fully mixed
use precinct. Overshadowing of the parkland/ sporting grounds and Port Melbourne residential areas
would be a potential constraint on height.
With a late delivery of the tram infrastructure, development would be impacted by established uses and
amenity, with a particular influence from the Employment precinct. Development would be driven by
residential and ancillary employment services to the Employment precinct. Employment uses would focus
along Prohasky and Salmon Streets and backing onto the freeway taking advantage of the development
precedence and proximity to the Employment precinct. Pedestrian and cycling infrastructure improving
connectivity between Wirraway and the Employment precincts would further facilitate this pattern of
development. Any education uses in the Employment precinct would also facilitate the development of
student accommodation in Wirraway along those corridors.
Development would also tend to be focused along the alignment in proximity to the edge with the
Sandridge precinct, particularly with earlier delivery of the tram to that precinct. Buildings on both sides of
Plummer Street and the area fronting to Williamstown Road would be low rise. Overall there would be less
variation in heights across the precinct.
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Scenario 2
Figure 39 represent a visualisation of the distribution and density of GFA outcomes in Scenario 2.
Figure 39: Scenario 2 - Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

Source: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)

Sandridge
The delivery of the tram infrastructure would provide a focal point for commercial development, which
would see sites being developed of mostly commercial office use with some retail and food and beverage as
ancillary services. The earlier the delivery of the public transport infrastructure the more ‘control’ would be
exercised and the more likely to achieve an integrated precinct development. The tram infrastructure
would set up the precinct for higher density development, but the greatest potential impact for density
would come with the delivery of the train, which would see sites being developed into office precincts of
similar nature to Collins Square in Docklands.
Sandridge would not be a premium office market but a third tier market offer smaller floor plates and more
boutique character. With the tram infrastructure and connectivity to Docklands, Sandridge could develop
as a secondary market to Docklands.
Overall, there would be earlier and higher levels of employment and residential development from the
delivery of a tram in 2022. Greater levels of development would lead to increase average density across the
precinct. The highest buildings (mixed use residential) in this scenario would be in the north part of the
precinct against the freeway and along the boundary with Montague. There would also be a spine of
employment and mixed use residential high rise buildings along the Fennel / Plummer Street alignment.
With the additional density in the precinct there would likely be higher rise residential/mixed use buildings
along Williamstown Road.
Wirraway
The delivery of the tram in 2022 along Plummer Street would lead to activity in the precinct centred along
a spine of employment and mixed use development. Most of the density would be in residential buildings
backing on to the freeway with some retail at the base, with heights stepping down towards Plummer Street
and then rising again.
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Under this scenario Wirraway would be more likely to see some small scale commercial office development.
The connectivity to the CBD through Sandridge could see the development of a commercial mixed use
precinct near Plummer and Salmon Streets, with boutique offices similar to Swan Street or a Burwood
Road in East Hawthorn, surrounded by residential. Food and beverage would also be underpinned by the
significant activity of boutique commercial office and the residential developments.
There would also be medium rise density residential development along Graham Street on the border with
Sandridge. In this regard, Sandridge, with its higher levels of employment and the delivery of train in 2047,
becomes the primary amenity to Wirraway. Lower rise medium density residential developments would be
found closer to Williamstown Road and east and west of the park.
Scenario 3
Figure 40 represents a visualisation of the distribution and density of GFA outcomes in Scenario 3. The
discussion here is focused on Sandridge and Wirraway precincts as this is where the changes would occur
under the alternative train scenario.
Figure 40: Scenario 3 – Heatmap of projected distribution of total GFA at 2051

Source: PwC GFA projections (2017) based on DELWP population and employment data (September 2016)

Sandridge
In this scenario there would be no change in the gross development outcomes or projected GFA compared
to the Base Case. This image shows a slightly different distribution of GFA to Scenario 2. The boundary
between Sandridge and Wirraway would be impacted by the delivery of the train to Wirraway in 2047.
From a more balanced mixed use residential outcome, this area would shift to a more commercial mixed
use outcome because of the greater accessibility from being between two train stations.
This change in the distribution of commercial uses would result in higher mixed use residential buildings
along the boundary with the freeway and the Montague precinct. Employment uses would also tend to be
clustered in single buildings, with the employment closer to Fennel Street and around the station. There
would be no change to the higher rise residential/mixed use buildings along Williamstown Road in
Scenario 2. This scenario could result in the greatest variation in heights across the precinct, compared to
the base case and scenario 2.
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Wirraway
The main difference in this image is the additional residential GFA and hence greater density in Wirraway
resulting from the delivery of the train. The additional density and height would cluster along the freeway
edge bordering the Employment precinct, which may become student accommodation or developments
with greater housing affordability. In other respects it would be very similar to Scenario 2. There would
also be higher density residential along Graham Street on the border with Sandridge. Medium rise
residential could be found closer to Williamstown Road and east and west of the park, where there would
be significant retail and food and beverage along the park facing streets. The streetscape can be
characterised as tree-lined, with wide footpaths where café vendors sit on tables or browse along the small
boutique shopfront.
The delivery of the train would increase the potential for commercial development and for higher
residential development in proximity to commercial areas. A shift to higher density though could change
the demographic profile of the area, by making it less family friendly and focused more towards
commercial use with residential. This would mean that the streets would be less dominated by retail and
food and beverage. The streetscape would be more focused on boutique offices with some food and
beverage as ancillary services.

5.5

Conclusion

In this report we have analysed the potential impact of the delivery and timing of tram and train public
transport to Fishermans Bend through a number of different lenses. PwC has undertaken quantitative
modelling of projected population and employment growth in five precincts under the different scenarios.
It has used this data to model the potential trip generation impacts on public transport under an
aspirational mode split (in the peak AM period) where 40 per cent of trips would be by public transport.
This analysis has been supplemented by a market attractiveness assessment, which provides a measure of
the likelihood of the market to drive growth, or whether growth requires facilitated or catalytic
interventions. A real estate market analysis highlights how the market might respond to the timing and
delivery of public transport under the different scenarios.
The future levels of employment and the pattern and density of development in the precincts are not
predetermined but changeable depending on a range of factors. The delivery of public transport, as shown
under the different transport scenarios considered in this report, is a significant factor.
An important result from the market attractiveness assessment is that it identified the need for catalytic
change in Sandridge and Wirraway before the market is expected to drive residential and employment
growth and deliver the type of outcomes celebrated in the Vision for the FBURA.
Employment and retail developments need public transport accessibility. Without early commitment to the
tram infrastructure to the southern tram corridor (Scenarios 2 and 3) the risk would be lower development
outcomes and potentially a different distribution of development to that in the Fishermans Bend Vision.
This is because until delivery of tram public transport along Fennel and Plummer Streets, there would be
no anchor for development. Developers would be reacting to what is occurring in the neighbourhood on a
‘highest and best use’ basis.
Without a commitment and timetable to the delivery of the tram infrastructure, new commercial
developments would be likely to arise near established precincts where they can leverage from existing
amenity and uses. With only delivery of the northern corridor tram by 2022 (Scenario 1) growth of activity
nodes in Sandridge and Wirraway would be more likely to emerge along those streets that connect into
Lorimer or the Employment precinct, taking advantage of their accessibility to transport and greater
amenity. The risk is that early development may constrain future development that would occur after the
tram is delivered.
The action of delivering the southern corridor tram in 2022 (Scenarios 2 and 3) would be beneficial by
bringing forward development and increase the overall quantum of development and jobs at 2051. Benefits
include higher density in proximity to the transport corridor as well as greater opportunity for place
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making by facilitating retail and commercial developments in the core areas around that transport.
Development would more likely occur in a planned manner, creating greater vibrancy in key places and
fulfilling the Vision for Fishermans Bend.
However, even with the delivery of the tram network in 2022 (Scenarios 2 and 3), the analysis finds that
under all scenarios public transport capacity (tram) would be insufficient to meet projected corridor trip
demand in 2041 under the assumption that 40 per cent of peak hour trips were by public transport. It is
expected that only with delivery of the train in 2047 would the precincts be able to meet the 40 per cent
target of trip demand, particularly in the Employment Precinct (Base Case and Scenario 2) and
Sandridge/Wirraway (all scenarios). Further, achieving public transport and active transport targets would
be critical if congestion on the Fishermans Bends roads is to be averted. A number of demand management
and urban design strategies identified in the Framework would help to facilitate this mode shift.
Transport accessibility is a critical factor. Without public transport the risk would be that lower density
residential developments instead of high density mixed use development outcomes may prevail. What is
more certain is that with Capital City zoning in place, the development market in each of the residential
precincts would be based on responding to existing established uses and conditions. All things being equal,
the precincts with better public transport access are more likely to attract greater commercial activity and
achieve greater urban densities.
What are the implications for the FBURA and potential impacts on the development profile of the precinct?
If public transport is not able to meet trip demand there would be shifts to other modes. If the spill-over is
to private vehicles, there is a risk the road system would reach capacity. In the peak periods particularly,
this would mean congestion and delays in accessing/egressing the area. Under this scenario, government
may need to put on hold or slow further development approvals until such time that transport
infrastructure capacities more closely matches trip demand.
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6 Other Considerations
6.1

Value Creation and Value Capture – Next Steps

The delivery of public transport infrastructure to Fishermans Bend represents a prime opportunity to
assess the potential value capture opportunities to contribute towards the cost of delivery of the
infrastructure. The scale of the urban renewal and need for a public transport solution mean that value
capture could also be used to bring forward the delivery of the tram infrastructure.
While the scope of the analysis in this report does not extend to an assessment of value creation or
potential value capture, the work completed is able to be used in full for any future value creation and
capture evaluation.
In our experience, based on multiple value capture assessments for transport, and our assessment of
projected population and employment growth in this report, the delivery of the northern and southern
tram corridors would have major impacts in terms of the potential value created for a range of
beneficiaries. Most of the potential value created and captured would likely be from property, with the
main beneficiaries being residential property owners, government (State and local) and developers. The
greater the level of development generated, the greater the value that would be created and the greater the
potential value that could be captured.
The latest Fishermans Bend Framework (released October 2017) refers to work being done to prepare an
investment funding plan. This plan is likely to align with the Victorian Government’s Value Creation
and Capture Framework (Victoria’s VCC Framework) which would be relevant to the rollout of the
Fishermans Bend Framework. Precinct projects and high value public transport infrastructure projects are
required to comply with the policy framework. Victoria’s VCC Framework recognises the wider social,
environmental and economic value that is created for the community through government planning and
investment. The document sets out a framework to enhance the ability to identify broader opportunities,
and harness them to maximise the public value created by projects above what would otherwise be the
case.
The document sets out the following key definitions:
Value
Creation

Delivering enhanced public value, in terms of economic, social and environmental
outcomes. This enhancement is above and beyond what would ordinarily be achieved
as a direct consequence of the relevant government investment.

Value Capture

Capturing a portion of the incremental economic value created by government
investments, activities and policies.

New guidelines have been released to assist those seeking to comply with the requirements.
PwC has summarised the categories of value and examples of benefits, beneficiaries and mechanisms
provided by the framework in Figure 41 below.
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Figure 41: Victoria's Value Creation and Capture Framework (as summarised by PwC)

Source: Victorian Government, 20175F8

8 Department of Premier and Cabinet. (2017). Victoria's Value Creation and Capture Framework. Retrieved from Victorian

Government: https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/paec/201718_Budget_Estimates/presentations/MP_-_Victorias_Value_Creation_and_Capture_Framework.pdf
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Matters Subsequent

Subsequent to the completion of the report, a number of matters have arisen that have not been considered
in the work that may have a material effect on the analysis outcomes and conclusions.
The release of Fishermans Bend Framework – Draft for Consultation on 24th October 2017 presented
updated information that differed from the details that this analysis has relied upon to form its
conclusions. These include:
◦

FAR Ratios in all precincts.

◦

Building height controls in Sandridge increased.

◦

Core and non-core areas and activity centres in Lorimer and Wirraway.

◦

Adjusting the distribution of the projected 80,000 population and 80,000 between the five precincts.

◦

Adjusting the time horizon to 2050.

Our analysis has been based on the information current at the date of engagement. All subsequent matters
have been identified here for the reader’s consideration.
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Appendix A Literature and
Case Studies
Fishermans Bend studies
 Fishermans Bend Planning and Economic Development Strategy, November 2010, prepared by Charter
Keck Cramer & Hansen for CoPP
 Fishermans Bend Economic and Employment Study, Aug 2012, prepared by SGS Economics & Planning
(SGS) for Places Victoria
 FBURA Real Estate Market Assessment, April 2013, prepared by Macroplan Dimasi for Places Victoria
 Creative Industries – Economic Benefits Analysis, July 2013, prepared by SGS for CoPP
 Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area Feasibility Analysis, Dec 2013, prepared by Macroplan Dimasi
for Places Victoria
 Fishermans Bend Collins Street Tram Extension, December 2014, prepared by AECOM for CoPP
 Business Audit and Directions Study, Aug 2014, prepared by Essential Economics and CKC for CoPP
 Employment Precinct – Issues and Opportunities, July 2015, prepared by the Metropolitan Planning
Authority
 Improving Access to Fishermans Bend, September 2015, prepared by SGS for the City of Melbourne
 Activity Centre Supply and Demand Analysis, October 2015, prepared by Macroplan Dimasi for CoPP
 Fishermans Bend Population and Demographics Summary Document, August 2016, prepared by
DELWP in consultation and for the Fishermans Bend Taskforce
 Fishermans Bend Population and Demographics, September 2016, prepared by DELWP in consultation
and for the Fishermans Bend Taskforce
 Montague Transport Capacity Demand Management Analysis, January 2014, prepared by GHD for
CoPP
 Fishermans Bend Traffic Study, July 2013, prepared by GHD for the Department of Transport
Case Studies
 Economic Benefits of the Metrolink extension, August 2008, prepared by Volterra Consulting for
Manchester Enterprises
 Strasbourg: Regaining the public realm, 2008, prepared by The Princes Foundation
 Appraising territorial effects of tram based systems, January 2012, prepared by CETE Nord Picardie
 The tramway revival in France, June 2012, prepared by the Ministry for Ecology, Sustainable
Development and Energy, France
 Fishermans Bend Urban Renewal Area: Exemplar Case Studies, September 2013, prepared by the City
of Port Phillip
 CrossRail: The Impact on London’s Property Market, 2014, prepared by CBRE
 Transport’s role in Regeneration & Economic Development, January 2014, prepared by Volterra
Consulting for the City of Leeds
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Appendix B Current and
Forecast Industry Profiles
For the purpose of estimated the GFA for commercial space at 2051, the study assumed the type and
proportion of industries that would exist at this date. This was determined by the Vision to identify
comparable employment areas and applying that areas proportionate employment breakdown. This was
only for the purpose of estimated per employee GFA, and is not considered an exact match for the
employment profile of that precinct at 2051.
The outcomes of the industry profile change is shown in Figure 42 below. In 2051, except for the
Employment Precinct, commercial would be expected to be the dominant industry type. Retail and Other
would be the next most significant industries. Transport, Postal and Warehousing and Education would be
expected to be minor industries. However, in the Employment Precinct the profile would be different, with
education as a second tier industry with approximately 14 per cent of employment and with industrial uses
continuing as the largest single industry type in the Employment Precinct in 2051, albeit at 36 per cent
down from the current 62 per cent.
Figure 42: Current and Forecast Industry Profiles

Source: As described in Table 6

It is important to note that these assumptions have been used for the purpose of generating a GFA per
employee estimate, and creating a total employment GFA by precinct expected at 2051. The Industry
Profile descriptions may not reflect those industry types that traditionally occur under these categories. The
Industry profile “Other” has been aggregated on the basis of representing industries with similar GFA per
employee averages.
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Another key outcome of this approach is that there remains significant industrial land use. As outlined in
the Fishermans Bend Vision, this industrial future would be of a different type from the current industrial
land use with a lower GFA per employee than traditional industrial land use. This reflects the Capital City
Zoning of the area, which (as opposed to areas like South Melbourne where industrial zoning has resulted
in retention of traditional industrial businesses in the area) would result in the market delivering business
that would put the land to ‘highest and best use’. Where industrial uses remain at 2051 these would
translate to a higher value type of industrial land use, and a more efficient use of land, i.e. lower GFA per
employee. Industries expected to move into this industrial land would be associated with creative
industries, high tech manufacturing, and science and research facilities. This would likely occur primarily
in the Employment Precinct, but may also continue in pockets in other precincts such as Montague, where
creative industries are currently established.
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Appendix C Analysis
assumption tables
The tables shown below detail key assumptions made in the quantitative analysis models. These have been
communicated with the City of Port Phillip and agreed as reasonable and appropriate.
Table 22: Household type and GFA assumptions at 2051
GFA per dwelling type

Persons per dwelling range

Dwelling type

Min

Assumed avg. size* (sqm)

Max

1br

50

0

1.2

2br

75

1.2

1.8

3br

120

1.8

2.4

4br

150

2.4

999

Source: Fishermans Bend Economic and Transport Infrastructure Study, 2017

Households
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms or more
Source: DELWP, 2017

Montague

Lorimer

Sandridge

22%
50%
27%
1%

26%
50%
23%
1%

Wirraway
26%
52%
21%
1%

17%
48%
34%
1%

Employment
Precinct
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table 23: Public transport analysis assumptions
Aspirational mode share for the FBURA
Mode
Montague
Lorimer
Public transport
40%
30%
Private transport
20%
20%
Cycling
15%
10%
Walking
25%
40%

Sandridge
40%
20%
20%
20%

Wirraway
40%
20%
20%
20%

Employment
40%
20%
20%
20%

Source: DELWP, 2017
Peak Public Transport Passenger Capacity by mode (bidirectional)
Other
Mode
Montague
precincts
315
Tram
n/a
1,960
Train
Peak Public Transport Frequency per hour - Base case
2022
2027
Montague
Tram
10
10
Lorimer
Tram
10
10
Sandridge
Tram
Train
Wirraway
Tram
Train
Employment
Tram
10
10
Train
-

2032

2047

2051

10

10

10

10

10

10

10
-

10
20

10
20

10
-

10
-

10
-

10
-

10
20

10
20

Source: PwC internally generated
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Peak Public Transport Frequency per hour - Scenario 2
2022
2027
2032
Montague
Tram
10
10
10
Lorimer
Tram
10
10
10
Sandridge
Tram
10
10
10
Train
Wirraway
Tram
10
10
10
Train
Employment
Tram
10
10
10
Train
-

Commercial-in-Confidence

2047

2051

10

10

10

10

10
20

10
20

10
-

10
-

10
20

10
20

2047

2051

10

10

10

10

10
20

10
20

10
20

10
20

10
-

10
-

Source: PwC internally generated

Peak Public Transport Frequency per hour - Scenario 3
2022
2027
2032
Montague
Tram
10
10
10
Lorimer
Tram
10
10
10
Sandridge
Tram
10
10
10
Train
Wirraway
Tram
10
10
10
Train
Employment
Tram
10
10
10
Train
-

Source: PwC internally generated
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Appendix D Detailed criteria
for Market Attractiveness
Assessment
Table 24: Residential Market Attractiveness Assessment Criteria
No.
1

Criteria
Gentrification of previously
Industrial Zoned Land

Question being
answered
Has Gentrification of
previously Industrial Zoned
Land occurred?

Description
Property usage has changed
from industrial to commercial,
mixed use and residential.

2

Land Value Peak

Is the land bordered on all
sides by substantially higher
values?

Land is of a significantly lower
value than bordering areas,
leading to a market assessment
that land value will increase.

3

Current Land Usage can be
easily shifted

Current users of the land are
able to move to a new location
without significant penalty.

4

Connectedness (Proximity to
transport - public, freeway,
etc.)
Concentration of ownership

Can the businesses currently
located be economically and
efficiently moved to a new
area?
Does the area enjoy
connectivity and
accessibility?
Does the area benefit from a
high concentration of land
ownership across a small
number of owners?
What is the quality / profile
of the built form?

5

The area provides effective
multi-modal transport
connections.
Ownership of land is relatively
concentrated to facilitate
confidence in planning.

6

Potential to change the
quality / profile of the built
form

7

Constraints to development
of sites (e.g. heritage,
contamination, etc.)

Is the available land free
from development
constraints?

Land is readily available for
development.

8

Concentration of mandated
social land utilisation (i.e.
social housing, cemetery,
etc.)
Amenity and aesthetics of
the area

What is the type / volume of
mandated social land use?

There are low levels of social
land use, increasing the
attractiveness of the area.

Does the area exhibit high
amenity & aesthetics?

The area is highly attractive in
terms of amenity & aesthetics.

Desirability of area for
residential property

Do people want to live
there?

The area is benefitting from a
greater desirability

9
10
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There is opportunity to
significantly improve the
quality / profile of the built
form in the area.
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Table 25: Commercial Market Attractiveness Assessment Criteria
No.
1

Criteria
Potential to change the
quality / profile of the built
form

Question being
answered
What is the quality / profile
of the built form?

Description
There is opportunity to
significantly improve the
quality / profile of the built
form in the area.
The area has an established
business purpose.

2

Commonality of similar
business (i.e. density of
utilisation)

Is the area characterised by
businesses of similar
operations?

3

Accessibility to workforce?

Is it easy for the workforce
to access the area?

The area is easily accessible by a
large proportion of the
workforce.

4

Scalability of businesses

Is there an opportunity for
businesses to grow?

There is opportunity for the
business to grow in the area

Note that Table 25 only displays those criteria that differ from the criteria displayed in Table 24. All other criteria
should be considered the same, with exception to criteria number 6, 8 and 10 that are specific to residential
assessment.
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Appendix E Population, Employment and Carparking Gross Floor Estimates
The GFA below is modelled on the projected residential mix and average dwelling size for precincts provided by CoPP (see Table 22) and on PwC estimates
for employment types and average square metres per employee. Estimated car parking has been made on the basis of 30 square metres per car park against
proposed rates per dwelling and property type.
Table 26: Population, Employment and Car-parking Gross Floor Estimates
Total GFA
Property
Type

Precinct

Residential

Employment

Residential

Base Case

Estimated Car-parking area
Scenario2

Scenario3

Base Case

Scenario2

Total GFA
Scenario3

Base Case

Scenario2

Scenario3

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Lorimer

506,000

506,000

506,000

88,000

88,000

88,000

594,000

594,000

594,000

Residential

Montague

853,000

853,000

853,000

128,000

128,000

128,000

981,000

981,000

981,000

Residential

Sandridge

1,425,000

1,861,000

1,861,000

261,000

340,000

340,000

1,685,000

2,201,000

2,201,000

Residential

Wirraway

614,000

788,000

823,000

84,000

107,000

112,000

698,000

895,000

935,000

Employment

Employment

1,297,000

1,297,000

1,263,000

389,000

389,000

379,000

1,686,000

1,686,000

1,643,000

Employment

Lorimer

127,000

127,000

127,000

38,000

38,000

38,000

166,000

166,000

166,000

Employment

Montague

127,000

127,000

127,000

38,000

38,000

38,000

166,000

166,000

166,000

Employment

Sandridge

881,000

909,000

909,000

264,000

273,000

273,000

1,145,000

1,182,000

1,182,000

Employment

Wirraway

148,000

153,000

156,000

45,000

46,000

47,000

193,000

199,000

203,000

Total

Employment

1,297,000

1,297,000

1,263,000

389,000

389,000

379,000

1,686,000

1,686,000

1,643,000
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Population, Employment and Car-parking Gross Floor Estimates

Commercial-in-Confidence

Total GFA

Estimated Car-parking area

Total GFA

Total

Lorimer

633,000

633,000

633,000

126,000

126,000

126,000

760,000

760,000

760,000

Total

Montague

981,000

981,000

981,000

166,000

166,000

166,000

1,147,000

1,147,000

1,147,000

Total

Sandridge

2,306,000

2,770,000

2,770,000

525,000

613,000

613,000

2,831,000

3,383,000

3,383,000

Total

Wirraway

762,000

941,000

979,000

128,000

153,000

159,000

891,000

1,095,000

1,138,000

Source: PwC internally generated
Note: The GFA is used to generate heatmap images for the FBURA for the Montague, Lorimer, Sandridge and Wirraway precincts only.
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